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Hurricanes fight past Lightning in first of four straight games vs. Tampa
By Chip Alexander
The Carolina Hurricanes were playing their third game in four
days and the first of four straight games against the Tampa
Bay Lightning, the 2020 Stanley Cup champion.
The Canes were playing Saturday without Teuvo
Teravainen, sidelined with an upper-body injury that Canes
coach Rod Brind’Amour says could keep the versatile
forward out a few more games.
But there was no apparent fatigue for the Canes, no lack of
offensive firepower without Teravainen. The Canes fought
past the Lightning 4-0 at PNC Arena as goalie Alex
Nedeljkovic earned his first NHL shutout with 24 saves,
moving into first place in the Central Division with 25 points.
“Every inch was fought for out there,” Brind’Amour said after
the game. “Earlier we said we’ve got to play these guys four
times in a row, but it’s a great test for us to see how it’s done.
We see it. They play it right, and we had to tonight to win.”
The Canes (12-3-1) need Teravainen, who took a big hit
Friday in a 5-3 win over Chicago. But Carolina’s Vincent
Trocheck continued to score. Sebastian Aho scored, with
Andrei Svechnikov taking Teravainen’s spot on the line and
setting up his center for a goal with hustle in the offensive
zone, a theft of the puck and perfect pass.
Then there was Cedric Paquette. Drafted by Tampa Bay in
2012, the center helped the Lightning win the Cup last year
but was traded to Ottawa after the season. That didn’t work
out well and the Senators dealt him to the Canes on Feb. 13
in the trade that sent Ryan Dzingel to Ottawa.
Taking a pass from defenseman Jake Bean, who continues
to get playing time and impress, Paquette was unchecked
and fired a shot from the slot to beat goalie Andrei
Vasilevskiy. It was his first goal with the Canes and made it a
3-0 lead.
“You couldn’t write a better script than that,” Paquette said.
“Only my fourth game here, against my old teammates.”
Svechnikov scored an empty-netter, his first goal in eight
games, for the 4-0 lead — Aho and McGinn with assists —

and the focus was all on Nedeljkovic, to see if he could
complete the shutout.
The injured Petr Mrazek did it the first time the two teams
played this season, winning 1-0 in overtime on a Martin
Necas goal. Now it was Nedeljkovic’s turn and he wouldn’t
be denied, even as the Lightning (10-4-1) swarmed about the
net in the final two minutes of regulation.
“You’ve got to be ready to play every night, be ready to
perform,” Nedeljkovic said. “They’re the defending champs,
they play hard every night. Every time we can get two points
against them it’s huge.”
It was a tight-checking, often physical game and scoreless
after the first. The Canes kept their patience and structure,
working hard in the defensive zone to keep the Lightning
outside, and waiting for their offensive chances.
Trocheck scored his ninth of the year by being in the right
place, lurking around the post, and popping in a loose puck.
Aho went top-shelf to beat Vasilevskiy for his sixth.
Brind’Amour said he was happy for Nedeljkovic, 25, a former
second-round draft pick by Carolina who has starred at the
American Hockey League level and played his 10th NHL
game Saturday.
“He’s paid his dues,” Brind’Amour said. “He looked good
tonight and was ready to go. And the guys played hard in
front of him. We’re just happy for the kid.”
The Canes and Tampa Bay go at it again Monday. With the
NHL readjusting the schedule Friday, slotting Tampa Bay in
Saturday against Carolina instead of Chicago again, it’s four
in a row against the Lightning.
Brind’Amour said Saturday morning that this season you
have to “expect curveballs.” Four games against the
Lightning is a big curve in the schedule, but the Canes had a
strong 60-minute effort Saturday and have matched the
2005-06 team for the best start in franchise history with 25
points in the first 16 games.
“We deserved the two points,” Brind’Amour said.
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Hurricanes dominate Lightning, Nedeljkovic records 1st career shutout
Carolina moved into first in the Central Division with the win
By Cory Lavalette
The Carolina Hurricanes followed up their best effort the
season with an even better one, dominating the Tampa Bay
Lightning in a 4-0 win at PNC Arena that moved them into
first place in the Central Division at 12-3-1 and 25 points.
Alex Nedeljkovic recorded his first career shutout, while
Vincent Trocheck, Sebastian Aho and Cedric Paquette
scored. Andre Svechnikov snapped his seven-game goal
drought with an empty-net goal.
Three Thoughts
1. The NHL shuffled around the schedule and dropped in a
game against last year’s Stanley Cup champion for Saturday
against the Hurricanes. That made it the first of four straight
the teams will play against each other, giving Carolina a
chance to measure itself against the Lightning.
Game 1 was quite an opening statement.
The Hurricanes dominated much of the night, finally seizing
the lead early in the second period and never letting go.
Carolina avoided penalties, which allowed it to roll four
balanced lines that gave the Lightning fits all over the ice.
The Hurricanes got goals from three of those lines, and their
defense — with a seemingly all-the-way back Jaccob Slavin,
an active Dougie Hamilton (game-high nine shot attempts)
and an emerging Jake Bean — disrupted Tampa Bay when
the Lightning were actually able to get by the hard-checking
Carolina forwards in the neutral zone.
“It’s a great test because you’re playing the best,” coach Rod
Brind’Amour said after the win. “You could see there was not
a lot of room. Every inch was fought for out there, and that’s
what you have to be. Earlier we said we’ve got to play these
guys four times in a row, but it’s a great test for us to see
how it’s done.
“They play it right, and we had to tonight to win.”
2. The Hurricanes shuffled their lineup Saturday, both out of
choice and necessity. Haydn Fleury, who had been a healthy
scratch the past three games, was reinserted into the lineup
and played aside Jake Bean. With Jake Gardiner the oddman out, Bean — who now has four points in the last four
games — also quarterbacked Carolina’s second power play
unit.
Up front, Teuvo Teravainen missed the game with an upperbody injury, which put Steven Lorentz back in. It also led to a
lot of line shuffling. The Trocheck line stayed intact, but
Svechnikov moved into Teravainen’s spot on Aho’s wing,

Jesper Fast filled in for him on the Jordan Staal line, and
Paquette moved to the wing aside Lorentz.
Even without Teravainen, the Hurricanes continued to roll.
The one intact line opened the scoring when Trocheck
scored at 2:19 of the second period. Then Aho and
Svechnikov — together but not at all unfamiliar with each
other — hooked up when Carolina’s forecheck forced a
turnover and Svechnikov’s backhanded keep at the blue line
found Aho in the clear. Aho deked and lifted the puck into the
roof of the net over Andrei Vasilevskiy (24 saves) for a 2-0
lead.
“We have a good team, and we have a solid D corps,” Aho
said. “A lot of depth in the forwards and, obviously, three
great goalies. So, yeah, it’s good.”
3. While the Hurricanes won this game with a thoroughly
dominant overall effort, Nedeljkovic’s first career shutout
shouldn’t go unnoticed. It’s been a long and bumpy path for
the 25-year-old goalie, who has been one of the AHL’s top
netminders for the past three years but hasn’t been able to
win a job in Raleigh.
Petr Mrazek’s injury gave Nedeljkovic his latest chance, and
after three outings that saw him 1-1-1 and with statistics
eerily similar to the mediocre ones he put up in a four-game
recall last season, he earned his first career shutout
Saturday with 24 saves.
“You’re just happy for the kid,” Brind’Amour said. “He’s been
a part of the organization for a long time and kind of paid his
dues and waited his time — this was just nice to see. He
looked good tonight and he was ready to go. He needed to
make some big saves for us tonight, and he did.”
Number To Know
2 — Shutouts for the Hurricanes in two games against the
Lightning this season. Carolina beat Tampa Bay 1-0 in
overtime on Jan. 28 in the teams’ first meeting of the season
— behind 32 saves from Mrazek — and matched the effort
Saturday in the 4-0 win.
They Said It
“We need to take a little break. This is the grind. I feel like
we’ve just kept playing — I don’t even know how many
games we played, and it doesn’t get any easier. The mental
fatigue is what we have to really guard against here coming
up; really this whole year now.”
— Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour on the relentless
nature of the 2020-21 season
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Minus

Cedric Paquette, Hurricanes forward — Paquette is clearly
not the sentimental type. Playing for the first time against the
team he spent all but 13 of his 390 career NHL games with,
Paquette not only scored but also mixed it up with the
Lightning. It was a perfect reunion with his old team.

Haydn Fleury, Hurricanes defenseman — Fleury played fine,
but the emergence of Bean again makes his place in the
lineup a question mark. The 2014 seventh overall pick had a
breakthrough during last year’s return-to-play, but he’s now
gone 13 games this season without a point and looks like
he’s the team’s No. 7 defenseman again.

“I think you couldn’t write a better script than that,” Paquette
said. “Only my fourth game here and against my old
teammates, so it was nice to finally get one.”

Recap: Nedeljkovic, Canes Shut Out Lightning
Nedeljkovic makes 24 saves in first career NHL shutout
By Michael Smith
Alex Nedeljkovic made 24 saves to earn his first career
shutout in the National Hockey League and lead the Carolina
Hurricanes to a 3-0 win over the Tampa Bay Lightning.
The Difference
A 4-0 win against the Lightning, the Canes' second shutout
victory against Tampa Bay this season, was no doubt a
dominant team effort from up and down the lineup. It had to
be.
"It's a great test because you're playing the best. You could
see there was not a lot of room. Every inch was fought for
out there," head coach Rod Brind'Amour said. "It's a great
test for us to see how it's done. We see it. They play it right,
and we had to tonight to win."
But, the difference was Alex Nedeljkovic, who stopped all 24
shots he faced to earn his first career NHL shutout in his
10th career game and eighth career start - against the
defending Stanley Cup champions, no less. He didn't have to
see a ton because of the defensive work of five in front of
him to prevent chances in the rush and keep pucks to the
outside as much as possible, but when Nedeljkovic was
tested, he was aggressive and sharp.
"We were excellent tonight. We didn't give them much of
anything," Nedeljkovic said. "From start to finish, we were
playing our game and it showed. We got to them and got a
few bounces our way."
As he congratulated his goalie partner on the victory, James
Reimer dropped the game puck in Nedeljkovic's glove. That
one's a keeper for the Parma, Ohio, native.
"You're just happy for the kid. He's been a part of the
organization for a long time. He's paid his dues and waited
his time," Brind'Amour said. "He looked good tonight, and he
was ready to go. He needed to make some big saves for us

tonight, and he did. The guys played hard in front of him
tonight. We're just happy for the kid."
"He was great all night. He made some big saves early to
keep us in the game," Sebastian Aho said. "It's a great thing
to see."
Fist Bumps
Cedric Paquette
Your first shutout in the NHL coming against the defending
champs has to feel good. How about scoring your first goal
with your new team against the team with which you won the
Stanley Cup just a handful of months prior?
Yeah, that felt pretty good too for Paquette.
The Canes' fourth line of Paquette, Steven Lorentz and
Jordan Martinook grinded out a shift and hounded the puck,
Martinook forcing a turnover that led to a shot on a goal and
a rebound that popped out to a pinching Jake Bean. Bean
opened up his hips to slide a pass over to Paquette in the
slot, and Paquette found space through Vasilevskiy's fivehole.
"You couldn't write a better script than that," Paquette
smiled.
You really couldn't.
"That's special for him, and it was a big goal at the time,"
Brind'Amour said.
And how about the set-up from Bean? The vision and hockey
IQ to know exactly where to put the puck even before making
the pass - that's why he was the 13th overall pick in 2016.
Bean now has four assists in as many games this week.
Vincent Trocheck
After a scoreless but highly entertaining first period,
Trocheck got the Canes on the board a little over two
minutes into the second, which marked his 300th career
point in the NHL.
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From along the near boards, Martin Necas fired the puck into
the slot, where Nino Niederreiter deflected it onward. The
puck then ricocheted off Alex Killorn and landed at the far
post, where Trocheck was stationed to tuck it in.

Aho recorded the primary helper on Svechnikov's empty-net
goal late in regulation.

In addition to being a milestone marker, the goal was
Trocheck's ninth of the season, which ties him for the team
lead, and his 16th point, also tied for the team lead. Trocheck
has now recorded a point in each of the last seven games
he's played, a stretch during which he's tallied four goals and
five assists.

56: Petr Mrazek and Nedeljkovic have combined to deny all
56 shots the Lightning have put on goal in two games
against the Canes this season.

Sebastian Aho
Aho finished the evening with a goal and an assist, his sixth
multi-point game of the season. He gave the Canes a 2-0
lead in the last five minutes of the second period with a
highlight reel sequence. The Canes were again
overpowering the Bolts in their own zone and forcing
turnovers. Brock McGinn and Andrei Svechnikov were hard
on the forecheck, and Svechnikov laid off a beauty of a
backhand pass to Aho, who had room to skate and a step on
Ryan McDonagh. Aho eluded the sticks of both Vasilevskiy
and McDonagh to lift the puck up over the Tampa
netminder's blocker shoulder.

Stats Pack

6: In addition to his goal, Paquette recorded a game-high six
hits.
1: It's still early in the season, but with 25 points in 16 games
(12-3-1), the Canes sit in first place in the Central Division.
Quote of the Night
"It wasn't a 4-0 hockey game, but I think we deserved the
two points tonight." - Rod Brind'Amour
Up Next
The Canes and Lightning will renew pleasantries on Monday
before this four-game set shifts to Tampa for two games.
"They're the defending champs. They play hard every night,"
Nedeljkovic said. "We've got a long way to go and a lot more
games against them. Every time we can get two points
against them is huge."

Nedeljkovic makes 24 saves, Hurricanes shut out Lightning
Aho, Svechnikov each has goal, assist to help Carolina
extend point streak to six

Andrei Vasilevskiy made 24 saves for Tampa Bay, (10-4-1),
which has lost three of its past four games.

By Kurt Dusterberg

"If any team in the League plays one way, they pretty much
stick to the way they play," Lightning coach Jon Cooper said.
"We weren't disciplined enough to keep playing the way we
needed to."

RALIEGH, N.C. -- Alex Nedeljkovic made 24 saves for his
first NHL shutout, and the Carolina Hurricanes defeated the
Tampa Bay Lightning 4-0 at PNC Arena on Saturday.
Nedeljkovic, who was making his eighth NHL start (10th
game), made a save against Tyler Johnson with 16 seconds
remaining before falling backwards to cover the loose puck
to preserve the shutout.
"You're just happy for the kid," Hurricanes coach Rod
Brind'Amour said. "He's been part of the organization for a
long time (selected with No. 37 pick in 2014 NHL Draft) and
kind of paid his dues. He looked good tonight and he was
ready to go. He needed to make some big saves for us
tonight and he did."
Sebastian Aho and Andrei Svechnikov each had a goal and
an assist for Carolina (12-3-1), which is 5-0-1 in its past six
games. The Hurricanes defeated the Lightning 1-0 in
overtime Jan. 28 in their first game against each other.

The game, which was the first of four straight between the
teams, was rescheduled from March 28 after the Lightning's
originally scheduled game against the Dallas Stars was
postponed because of the severe winter weather in Texas.
The Hurricanes had been scheduled to complete their twogame set against the Chicago Blackhawks, but that game
will be rescheduled to a date to be announced.
Vincent Trocheck scored his ninth goal when he jammed in a
loose puck at the left post to give Carolina a 1-0 lead at 2:19
of the second period. The goal was Trocheck's 300th point in
the NHL.
"The first period kind of went both ways, then they get that
goal and we just kind of chased the game from there,"
Lightning captain Steven Stamkos said. "That's a really good
hockey team over there. They've had our number this year."
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Aho made it 2-0 at 15:30 when he drove the net from the
right face-off circle and scored top shelf. Andrei Svechnikov
held the puck in at the blue line and made a backhand pass
to Aho to start the play.
"I know [Svechnikov] was going to find me," Aho said. "I tried
to beat [Tampa Bay defenseman Ryan McDonagh], I got a
step on him and I got a good bounce too. It bounced over the
goalie's stick upstairs, so a good goal."
Cedric Paquette took a pass from Jake Bean and scored
with a wrist shot in the slot to extend the lead to 3-0 at 3:12
of the third period. The goal was Paquette's first with the
Hurricanes in his fourth game since being acquired in a trade
from the Ottawa Senators on Feb. 13. Paquette was playing
his first game against the Lightning after winning the Stanley
Cup with them in 2020.
"You couldn't write a better script than that," Paquette said.
"Only my fourth game here and against my old teammates. It
was nice to finally get one."
Svechnikov scored into an empty net to make it 4-0 at 17:41.

"I think we kind of forced things in the third," Tampa Bay
forward Alex Killorn said. "We kind of got out of our system a
little bit because we were trying to fight back and score that
goal. We were getting some chances, it just kind of got away
from us there."
Nedeljkovic faced five shots in the third period, but he had to
make a couple of big saves, including against Alexander
Volkov at 10:09 and Victor Hedman with 3:28 left.
"Just playing [Tampa Bay] is enough, but at this level it
shouldn't take much to get you going," Nedeljkovic said.
"You've got to be ready to play every night, ready to perform.
From start to finish, we were playing our game."
NOTES: Hurricanes forward Teuvo Teravainen missed the
game with an upper-body injury he sustained in a 5-3 win
against the Blackhawks on Friday. Brind'Amour said he
expects Teravainen to miss at least a couple games. …
Trocheck has nine points (four goals, five assists) during a
seven-game point streak. ... The Lightning's 24 shots were
their second fewest of the season (21 in a 5-2 loss to the
Florida Panthers on Feb. 11).

Nedeljkovic earns 1st NHL shutout, Carolina beats Lightning
By Bob Sutton
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) — Alex Nedeljkovic made 24 saves in
his first NHL shutout and the Carolina Hurricanes beat the
Tampa Bay Lightning 4-0 on Saturday night.
Vincent Trocheck, Sebastian Aho, ex-Tampa Bay player
Cedric Paquette and Andrei Svechnikov scored for the
Hurricanes, who have won five of six and own a six-game
points streak.

Nedeljkovic was drafted by Carolina in 2014. He has four
career victories, including a 2-1-1 record this year.
“He paid his dues,” Brind’Amour said.
Andrei Vasilevskiy made 24 saves as the Lightning lost for
the third time in four games.

Carolina limited the Lightning’s scoring chances.

Tampa Bay, which hadn’t played since Monday, had some
sloppy puck handling, and Trocheck jammed the puck across
the line despite Vasilevskiy’s efforts. Trocheck’s 300th career
goal gave him a six-game points streak.

“We were excellent tonight,” Nedeljkovic said. “We didn’t give
them much of anything. … From start to finish, we were
playing our game and it showed.”

Another Tampa Bay breakdown led to Aho’s goal as he took
a pass from Svechnikov and skated in on Vasilevskiy without
resistance.

It was the first of four consecutive games between the
teams, with Saturday’s game coming as part of a revised
schedule.

Paquette’s third-period goal was his second of the season
and first with the Hurricanes.

Tampa Bay has yet to score in two meetings, including an
overtime loss, against the Hurricanes this season.
Nedeljkovic stopped 13 shots in the second period.
“They’ve had our number this year,” Lightning captain Steven
Stamkos said. “Certainly they bring their best against us this
year. We haven’t even scored a goal (against them).”
The Hurricanes played an alert style of game and that made
coach Rod Brind’Amour particularly pleased. Tampa Bay had
only one power-play chance.
“If we had to block a shot, we did,” Brind’Amour said.

“You couldn’t write a better script than that, only my fourth
game here against my old teammates,” Paquette said. “It
was nice to finally get one.”
Aho assisted on Svechnikov’s empty-net goal.
The outcome halted Tampa Bay’s nine-game (5-0-4) points
streak in Raleigh.
WE KNOW YOU
Playing four consecutive games against each other is bound
to bring about tension. Some of that surfaced by the second
period in the first game of the stretch.
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Paquette, who was a member of the Lightning’s 2020
Stanley Cup championship team, and Tampa Bay’s Gemel
Smith were involved in a post-whistle spat and had to be
separated.
Paquette, who played parts of seven seasons for the
Lightning, is completing his first week with the Hurricanes
after coming on board via last weekend’s trade with Ottawa.

“I think we have to do a better job of creating offense against
this team,” Lightning left winger Alex Killorn said.
Tampa Bay has posted at least two goals in all its other
games this season. The Hurricanes are the only team to shut
out the Lightning since March 2019, when Minnesota did it.
BEATING THE BEST

“They don’t ask me to do too much,” Paquette said. “Just to
play my game, and I think I have done that since I got here.”

The Hurricanes have one of the best winning percentages in
the NHL. Defeating the Lighting might be the ideal measuring
stick.

The second meeting of the season between the teams was
moved up two nights when schedule tweaks were made
because the Lightning’s games at Dallas were nixed based
on weather conditions and the power crisis in Texas. This
meeting replaces Tampa Bay’s March 28 visit to Raleigh.

“It’s a great test because you’re playing the best,”
Brind’Amour said. “You could see there was not a lot of
room. … It’s a great test for us to see how it’s done. You see
it there. They play it right. We had to (do that) tonight to win.”

TAKE YOUR TURN

With his first shutout coming against the reigning Stanley
Cup champions, it was something for Nedeljkovic to savor.

The 25-year-old Nedeljkovic played his 10th career NHL
game and his fourth outing of the season. His role expanded
when top goalie Petr Mrazek went out with an injury on Jan.
30. He has been sharing time with James Reimer.

“Every time we get two points against them, it’s huge,” he
said.

“You’re just trying to stay focused,” Nedeljkovic said of the
final minutes. “You’re trying to play a full 60 minutes there.”

Lightning: Tampa Bay stays on for Monday night’s rematch,
its sixth road outing in a seven-game span.

Mrazek blanked the Lightning on Jan. 28 for Carolina’s only
other shutout of the season.

Hurricanes: Carolina hosts Tampa Bay on Monday before a
five-game trip.

UP NEXT

Nedeljkovic, Canes, shut out Lightning
The Carolina Hurricanes, led by rookie netminder Alex
Nedeljkovic, shut out the Tampa Bay Lightning 4-0 Saturday
night at PNC Arena.

Two teams that excel at opening up the ice found each
confined to battle in tight for every possession, pass and
shot. The physicality was also present right away.

By Ryan Henkel

After neither team could find a goal in the first period of play,
the Canes decided that second periods were going to
become more of their thing.

The Carolina Hurricanes defeated the Tampa Bay Lightning
4-0 Saturday night at PNC Arena to move into first place in
the Central Division.
Rookie netminder Alex Nedeljkovic stopped all 24 shots he
faced to earn his first career NHL shutout over last season’s
champs.
The Hurricanes entered the contest with two adjustments
among the skaters.
Steven Lorentz drew in for Teuvo Teravainen, who will miss
extended time due to an upper-body injury sustained last
game and Haydn Fleury came in for Jake Gardiner just to
keep guys fresh.
The first period had the feel of playoff hockey and for the
most-part it kind of will be for a little stretch as the Hurricanes
and Lightning will meet in four-straight contests. But the first
saw two fast-paced teams generating chances, but just
running into solid defense.

The scoring started off with the ever-hot second line as
Vincent Trocheck managed to get his stick on a bouncing
puck in the blue paint and sweep it in before Vasilevskiy
could get across.
The Canes started buzzing from there as chances started to
pile up for the Hurricanes, including a shorthanded odd-man
rush, breakaway and a few strikes of iron, but the goal to
extend the lead eluded them.
That was until late in the second period.
With under five to go, Andrei Svechnikov picked off a pass at
the blueline to keep the offensive zone and fed a great pass
to Sebastian Aho, who had slipped in behind the defense. In
alone, he roofed it over Vasilevskiy to give the Hurricanes a
2-0 lead.
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The Canes also brought a much more physical package in
the second as the Hurricanes started laying the body on
Tampa including a pair of hits on Alex Volkov, one by Jordan
Martinook and the other by Jaccob Slavin.

Tampa barely had a chance to find a goal of their own as
Carolina’s defense and forecheck were relentless and as the
clock ticked down, Andrei Svechnikov sealed it away with an
empty-net goal.

The Canes didn’t sit on their heels though as they came out
in the third ready to go.

Making 24 saves, including quite a few high-danger,
unorthodox and stickless ones, Nedeljkovic came up huge
for the Hurricanes in his first career shutout. He made the
saves he needed to and was involved in a very fluid game
making his presence known.

The fourth line especially had a long shift in the Tampa zone
as they kept working the puck and they were rewarded for it.
After Martinook made a great hit and subsequent steal of the
puck, Jake Bean found Cedric Paquette in the slot and
Paquette made it count against his old team for his first goal
as a Hurricane.
The goal was a classic case of just outworking your
opponent and the Hurricanes kept pushing from there.

It bodes well and, obviously has to feel good, when your
netminder can take it to one of the top offenses in the
league.
The Canes will be back on the ice at PNC Arena Monday at
7 p.m. for the second game of a four-game mini series with
the Lightning.

They said it: Brind’Amour, Aho, Paquette, Nedeljkovic on shutout win
Head coach Rod Brind’Amour, along with Sebastian Aho,
Cedric Paquette and Alex Nedeljkovic spoke to the media via
Zoom following the team’s 4-0 win over the Tampa Bay
Lightning.
By Ryan Henkel and Andrew Schnittker
The Hurricanes started a four-game set against the Tampa
Bay Lightning in dominant fashion Saturday night, besting
the Stanley Cup Champions 4-0 behind Alex Nedeljkovic’s
first career shutout and goals from Sebastian Aho, Vincent
Trocheck, Cedric Paquette and Andrei Svechnikov.
Paquette, Aho, Nedeljkovic and Rod Brind’Amour spoke to
the media after the win, here’s a full breakdown of everything
they had to say:
Rod Brind’Amour
On the Canes’ defense tonight: I think we just competed
really hard in our end. They had some shifts they were
running around, but we did a pretty good job of keeping it to
the outside. When we had to block a shot, we did. Probably
the best thing was just limiting all the rush chances. I don’t
think they had a bunch of rush chances, which is always
good when you can. They have a high-skilled team. If you
can eliminate those and stay out of the penalty box, that was
another big key tonight.

to cash in on some of the chances we created and it was a
good night all around.
On Alex Nedeljkovic: You’re just happy for the kid. Like I
said, he’s been part of the organization for a long time and
kind of paid his dues and waited his time. It was just nice to
see that he looked good and he was ready to go. He needed
to make some big saves tonight and he did. The guys played
hard in front of him. We’re just happy for the kid.
On if Nedeljkovic will start the next game: I haven’t even
thought about the next game. We need to take a little break.
This is a grind. It feels like we’ve just kept playing. It doesn’t
get any easier. The mental fatigue is what we have to really
guard against here coming up, really this whole year now.
And every team’s going to have to do it, it’s just we’re in that
stretch right now. So I’m not sure what the lineup’s going to
look like Monday.
On Cedric Paquette: Anytime a guy comes over, it takes
time. It takes time to acclimate to your teammates, to the
surroundings, to the system. And he’s getting better and
better. Obviously you always like it when you see a guy
contribute on the scoresheet. But against his old team, I think
that’s special for him. And it was a big goal at the time. We
know what he brings. He’s going to block shots, he’s going to
play the gritty game. That’s something that you need.

On if the Canes are surprised at being in first place in the
Central: I don’t know if it’s a surprise. We expect to win every
night. We take it a day at a time and it’s just so early in the
year here. It’s a surprise only because we went through that
stretch where we missed a lot of guys. So we were able to
fight through that. That’s probably the only surprising part of
it. It’s early, and we’re doing OK.

On the Canes getting odd-man rushes and breakaways: I’d
say we got fortunate a little bit on a couple bounces and
some flip outs, things that I wouldn’t necessarily say are part
of the game plan, but getting pucks out for sure against their
D and making sure we had guys heading in that direction
was definitely part of the plan. It wasn’t a 4-0 hockey game,
but I think we deserved the two points tonight.

On the team’s performance and if this is the level the team
needs to be at: It’s a great test, because we’re playing the
best. And you could see there was not a lot of room. Every
inch was fought for out there. That’s what you have to be. In
a way, earlier we said ‘We’ve got to play these guys four
times in a row,’ but it’s a great test for us to see how it’s
done. We see it there. They play it right. And we had to
tonight to win. It wasn’t a 4-0 hockey game, but we were able

On Teuvo Teravainen’s injury: That one obviously happened
last night. I’m hoping it’s not going to be too long, but it’s
going to be a couple games for sure. I’ll probably have more
information here in the next couple days, but I don’t think
he’s going to be back any time soon.
On Jake Gardiner sitting out: We needed to get [Haydn
Fleury] in there. You don’t want guys getting too rusty,
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because when we do need to call on them it’s going to be no
good. So that was just a judgement call to just kind of get
him some touches and get him back into game mode.
Sebastian Aho
On his play in the past few games: I’m playing against top
lines in this league, so I got to make sure that I stay above
my guys and take care of the defense first. Don’t let them
have any easy chances. It’s just working hard. It’s been a
good couple of games, but I feel we still can be better,
especially when we get chances, we have to bury them
early.
On if he expected the strong start to the season: You don’t
really think about it that much. You don’t have that many
expectations. You just try to get better every day and one
day at a time. Build your game and get better with your
linemates and on the power play and PK. All the little details.
You don’t really think about the big picture that much, but I
knew we had a good team and a strong d-corp and depth
among the forwards and two great goalies.
On his goal: It was a great job by [Svechnikov] and [McGinn]
to make the defense commit the turnover. I saw Svech get
the puck and I knew he was going to find me. I tried to beat
the D and got a step on him. I got a good bounce too. It
actually bounced over someone’s stick and went upstairs.
On Nedeljkovic’s shutout: He was great all night. He made
big saves early to keep us in the game and it’s just a great
thing to see that when one goalie goes down, that there’s
two guys stepping up for the team. That makes us a good
team. It’s huge for us and it was great to see.
Cedric Paquette
On scoring against his former team: I think you couldn’t write
a better script than that. It was only my fourth game here and
it was against my old teammates, so it was nice to finally get
one.
On settling into the team: I think they didn’t ask me to do too
much, just to play my game. I think I’ve done that since I got
here, and the team is going well, so it’s been nice.

On his linemates: I think it’s easy to play with them. We play
a simple game. We go hard on the forecheck, we create
turnovers and turn the puck back to our D. We crash the net
every time. So it’s easy enough to play with them, and it’s
been really nice.
Alex Nedeljkovic
On the moment as the clock ticked down for his first NHL
shutout: I just wanted to keep the puck moving. Try not to let
the clock stop. You’re just trying to stay focused and be
ready for the next shot. Obviously, 4-0 with a minute left,
they’re going to have to do a lot or something special in order
to come back, but you’re just trying to play a full 60 minutes.
That last minute still counts too.
On the fuel coming into the game: Just playing these guys is
enough. At this level, it shouldn’t take much to get you going.
You’ve got to be ready to play every night. They’re the
defending champs and they play hard every night. They’re a
good team. They are still right there in the standings and
we’ve got a long way to go and a lot more games against
them. Every time we can get two points against them, it’s
huge.
On the desperation saves: You never plan [to lose your
stick]. You never want that to happen. I was joking with our
equipment manager during one of the TV timeouts to get me
some glue so I could keep that thing glued to my hand, but
it’s just in those situations it’s more desperation mode. I got
caught behind the play on a few of those and I just tried
doing whatever I could to make a save.
On the group in front of him: We were excellent tonight. We
didn’t give them much of anything. Any odd-man rush that
they had we always had guys hustling back to back
pressure. [Necas] made a few great plays in the third period
with his stick to deny a drop pass to Stamkos and another
great one to deny a breakaway. Those were late in the
game, but when we were still up 2-0, so those were two huge
plays to keep us ahead. From start to finish we were playing
our game and it showed. We got to them and got a few
bounces our way and a few times they threw pucks on net
from bad angles that bounced away from our net, so it’s
always nice to get wins like that.
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Wolves start fast, stack 10 goals
The Chicago Wolves scored four goals in the first eight
minutes to trigger a 10-2 victory over the Iowa Wild on
Saturday night at the Wolves Training Facility.
The Wolves tied the franchise record for victory margin and
reached double figures in goals for just the fifth time in 27
seasons. Chicago fell one goal shy of the team’s singlegame mark set Dec. 30, 2005, versus Peoria.
Forwards Morgan Geekie, Anthony Richard, Ryan Suzuki
and Rem Pitlick scored in the opening 7:26 as head coach
Ryan Warsofsky’s Wolves (6-0-0-0) tied John Anderson’s
2007-08 Calder Cup champions for the fastest start in
franchise history.
Geekie, Pitlick and 19-year-old Seth Jarvis finished with two
goals apiece while Tom Novak posted one goal and three
assists as 15 Wolves notched points. Goaltender Jeremy
Helvig (3-0-0) parried 35 shots in the win.
“I thought we had a really strong game,” Warsofsky said.
“Our start was outstanding — something we talked about
(before the game). Our effort from puck drop to the buzzer
was really good. We got good goaltending and, again, our
first period was outstanding. It helps when you get a big lead
there.”

Geekie, loaned to the Wolves on Thursday by the NHL’s
Carolina Hurricanes, waited just 19 seconds to get on the
board. After defenseman Frederic Allard wristed the puck
toward the net, Geekie knocked home the ricochet.
The Wolves then scored three goals in an 89-second stretch
as Novak fed Richard perfectly for a back-door score, then
Cole Smith and Jamieson Rees worked hard in the corner to
set up the 19-year-old Suzuki just outside the crease at the
6:41 mark. Pitlick capped the spree with a power-play snipe
set up by Geekie.
Chicago added five goals in the second period as Jarvis, the
AHL leader with six goals and nine points in six games,
opened the run with a wrister from just inside the goal line
and capped it with a shorthanded backhand. The latter goal
gave the Wolves a 9-0 lead at the 12:27 mark of the second.
Iowa goaltender Hunter Jones (0-2-1) posted 21 saves in the
first two periods before giving way to Josh Rumpel, who
notched 12 stops.
The Wolves and Wild return to the Hoffman Estates ice at 3
p.m. Sunday. To get your smiling face into the building,
purchase a Wolves cutout and become a part of the Wolves
Fan Gallery, presented by Hefty. To learn more, visit
ChicagoWolvesStore.com.

TODAY’S LINKS
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article249399070.html
https://nsjonline.com/article/2021/02/hurricanes-dominate-lightning-nedeljkovic-records-1st-career-shutout/
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/recap-alex-nedeljkovic-canes-shut-out-lightning/c-321626682
https://www.nhl.com/news/tampa-bay-lightning-carolina-hurricanes-game-recap/c-321265272
https://apnews.com/article/sebastian-aho-carolina-hurricanes-nhl-andrei-svechnikov-tampa-bay-lightning-2ca2b359749691e037cad9550c453aa0
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/2/20/22293544/nedeljkovic-canes-shut-out-lightning
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/2/20/22293562/they-said-it-brindamour-aho-paquette-nedeljkovic-on-shutout-win
https://www.chicagowolves.com/2021/02/20/wolves-start-fast-stack-10-goals/
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When’s the last time Duke, UNC, NC State, Hurricanes and Hornets all
won on the same day?

BY LUKE DECOCK
FEBRUARY 20, 2021 11:48 PM

North Carolina’s Caleb Love (2) scores on a fast break after making a
steal during the half against Louisville on Saturday, February 20, 2021 at
the Smith Center in Chapel Hill, N.C.
Almost everyone was a winner Saturday in the state of North Carolina.
Almost. Sorry, Wake Forest.
For the first time in almost two years, Duke, North Carolina, N.C. State,
the Carolina Hurricanes and Charlotte Hornets all won on the same day.
Duke held off Virginia on the final possession for a 66-65 win. North
Carolina blew out Louisville, 99-54. And N.C. State won on the road at
Wake Forest, 80-62.
In Raleigh, Alex Nedeljkovic posted an 24-save shutout in a 4-0 win over
the Tampa Bay Lightning as the Hurricanes continued their hot start to
the season. In Charlotte, the Hornets won a wild one over the Steph
Curry-less Golden State Warriors, with Terry Rozier scoring four points in
the final 10 seconds to win 102-100 thanks in part to a pair of technicals
on Draymond Green.
It was a crazy day ... almost as crazy as the last time this happened, on
March 24, 2019.
Believe it's March 24, 2019.
Really not all that long ago.
UNC beat Washington in Columbus
Duke beat UCF in Columbia (*that* game)
NC State beat Harvard at Reynolds
Hurricanes won in Montreal
On that day, Duke narrowly escaped against Central Florida in the
second round of the NCAA tournament in Columbia, S.C. North Carolina
moved on to the Sweet 16 with a win over Washington in Columbus,
Ohio. And N.C. State beat Harvard at Reynolds Coliseum in the third
round of the NIT.
Meanwhile, on the other side of the border, (rookie) Andrei Svechnikov
scored his 19th goal of the season in overtime to give the Hurricanes a 21 win in Montreal and Jeremy Lamb hit a half-court prayer at the buzzer
to give the Hornets a 115-114 win in Toronto.
While two years may not seem like a long time, according to ESPN,
that’s the only other time all five teams have won on the same day since
the Hurricanes moved to North Carolina in 1997.

Hurricanes fight past Lightning in first of four straight games vs. Tampa

BY CHIP ALEXANDER
FEBRUARY 20, 2021 06:43 PM

The Carolina Hurricanes were playing their third game in four days and
the first of four straight games against the Tampa Bay Lightning, the
2020 Stanley Cup champion.
The Canes were playing Saturday without Teuvo Teravainen, sidelined
with an upper-body injury that Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour says could
keep the versatile forward out a few more games.
But there was no apparent fatigue for the Canes, no lack of offensive
firepower without Teravainen. The Canes fought past the Lightning 4-0 at
PNC Arena as goalie Alex Nedeljkovic earned his first NHL shutout with
24 saves, moving into first place in the Central Division with 25 points.
“Every inch was fought for out there,” Brind’Amour said after the game.
“Earlier we said we’ve got to play these guys four times in a row, but it’s a
great test for us to see how it’s done. We see it. They play it right, and we
had to tonight to win.”
The Canes (12-3-1) need Teravainen, who took a big hit Friday in a 5-3
win over Chicago. But Carolina’s Vincent Trocheck continued to score.
Sebastian Aho scored, with Andrei Svechnikov taking Teravainen’s spot
on the line and setting up his center for a goal with hustle in the offensive
zone, a theft of the puck and perfect pass.
Then there was Cedric Paquette. Drafted by Tampa Bay in 2012, the
center helped the Lightning win the Cup last year but was traded to
Ottawa after the season. That didn’t work out well and the Senators dealt
him to the Canes on Feb. 13 in the trade that sent Ryan Dzingel to
Ottawa.
Taking a pass from defenseman Jake Bean, who continues to get playing
time and impress, Paquette was unchecked and fired a shot from the slot
to beat goalie Andrei Vasilevskiy. It was his first goal with the Canes and
made it a 3-0 lead.
“You couldn’t write a better script than that,” Paquette said. “Only my
fourth game here, against my old teammates.”
Svechnikov scored an empty-netter, his first goal in eight games, for the
4-0 lead — Aho and McGinn with assists — and the focus was all on
Nedeljkovic, to see if he could complete the shutout.
The injured Petr Mrazek did it the first time the two teams played this
season, winning 1-0 in overtime on a Martin Necas goal. Now it was
Nedeljkovic’s turn and he wouldn’t be denied, even as the Lightning (104-1) swarmed about the net in the final two minutes of regulation.
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“You’ve got to be ready to play every night, be ready to perform,”
Nedeljkovic said. “They’re the defending champs, they play hard every
night. Every time we can get two points against them it’s huge.”
It was a tight-checking, often physical game and scoreless after the first.
The Canes kept their patience and structure, working hard in the
defensive zone to keep the Lightning outside, and waiting for their
offensive chances.
Trocheck scored his ninth of the year by being in the right place, lurking
around the post, and popping in a loose puck. Aho went top-shelf to beat
Vasilevskiy for his sixth after Brock McGinn and Svechnikov helped
forced a turnover and Svechnikov made a quick pass to Aho breaking to
the net.
Brind’Amour said he was happy for Nedeljkovic, 25, a former secondround draft pick by Carolina who has starred at the American Hockey
League level and played his 10th NHL game Saturday.
“He’s paid his due,” Brind’Amour said. “He looked good tonight and was
ready to go. And the guys played hard in front of him. We’re just happy
for the kid.”

haven’t scored a goal against the Hurricanes in six regulation periods this
season.
“It’s coming,” Lightning captain Steven Stamkos said. “It’s just that
complete package of game that when we’re on, we know we’re really
tough to beat, and we were off for a little bit tonight. Sometimes you have
to give the other team credit because they executed their game plan
really well. We believe in ourselves. I mean, there’s no panic in this
dressing room.”
After their previous meeting with Carolina on Jan. 28 ended with an 1-0
overtime loss, the Lightning knew goals would be at a premium. In
preparing for the Hurricanes, they knew the key would be passing the
puck quickly but also precisely. The Hurricanes are a ferocious
forechecking team looking to lay out a hit and interfere with their
opponent’s flow of the game.
“They don’t allow much,” Stamkos said. “I don’t think you can go in and
expect to have 30, 40 shots against them. I think you have to be
comfortable playing a certain style of game, and it’s not going to be a 5-4
game.”

The Canes and Tampa Bay go at it again Monday. With the NHL
readjusting the schedule Friday, slotting Tampa Bay in Saturday against
Carolina instead of Chicago again, it’s four in a row against the Lightning.

Tampa Bay fell behind 1-0 early in the second period, and wasn’t really
the same team after that. Carolina scored 2:19 into the period after a rim
pass behind the Lightning net skipped over defenseman Ryan
McDonagh’s stick and to Hurricanes forward Martin Necas.

Brind’Amour said Saturday morning that this season you have to “expect
curveballs.” Four games against the Lightning is a big curve in the
schedule, but the Canes had a strong 60-minute effort Saturday and
have matched the 2005-06 team for the best start in franchise history
with 25 points in the first 16 games.

Necas put the puck on net, and Nino Niederreiter’s deflection hit off
Lightning forward Alex Killorn and toward the net. Vincent Trocheck,
positioned behind the net, reached around and tucked the puck over the
goal line before Lightning goaltender Andrei Vasilevskiy could kick it
away.

“We deserved the two points,” Brind’Amour said.

“They got a lucky one,” Lightning coach Jon Cooper said. “That’s what
happens (with) two good teams. They had a lucky one that went in and
then we chased it. And then we started turning the puck over, doing all
these things that when you’re trying to win a one-nothing game you can’t
do. And that was our lack of discipline is we couldn’t stick with the game
plan. And this is what happened.”
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Tampa Bay Lightning

Lightning silenced by Hurricanes in 4-0 loss

By Eduardo A. Encina
Published Earlier today

Even though the Lightning and Hurricanes are two of the league’s
highest-scoring teams, when they meet, don’t expect a shootout.
Their first matchup was scoreless until overtime, and the way the
Hurricanes relentlessly pressure the puck, they force a game that can be
fast-paced, but also frustrating. Goals are at a premium.
In the extra practice sessions made possible by the postponement of two
games in Dallas, the Lightning focused on playing more direct up the ice
and possessing the puck better. And through most of the first period
Saturday night, they did that.
But when a fluky goal put them behind, the Lightning showed some
uncharacteristic uneasiness, and the result was a 4-0 loss to the
Hurricanes at PNC Arena.
Granted, everything turned quickly on the Lightning, and we’re not even
talking about what happened on the ice. They were supposed to have
Saturday night off after both games of this past week’s series in Dallas
were postponed, but the league made an impromptu schedule switch,
sending the Lightning to Raleigh, N.C. early to play the Hurricanes.
With three more games coming up against Carolina (12-3-1), the
Lightning (10-4-1), have not only lost three of four overall, but they

The Lightning allowed two more goals that were created by turnovers in
their own end, and then an empty-netter in the waning minutes of the
game.
Lightning center Brayden Point, who had two of the Lightning’s best
scoring opportunities in the second period, made a costly puck-handling
mistake, losing the puck after getting stuck against the boards in the
defensive zone.
With two Hurricanes converging, Point tried to pass the puck back, but it
deflected out to a wide-open Sebastian Aho, who maintained possession
through Vasilevskiy’s stick poke and beat him far post to make it 2-0.
And 3:12 into the third period, wing Alex Volkov lost the puck in the
defensive zone, leading to a goal by former Lightning center Cedric
Paquette, who crashed the net with a shot from the slot in traffic.
Vasilevskiy did his part to keep the game close, turning away Brock
McGinn’s shot on a 3-on-2 rush that was created by a second-period
turnover. He also stopped Niederreiter on a breakaway later in the
period.
“It’s kind of a battle of patience,” Killorn said. “Even though there’s an
unlucky goal. It’s not like we’re playing terrible I think we kind of forced
things in the third. We kind of got out of our system a little bit because
we’re trying to fight back and score that goal and you just got to stick with
it. Just kind of got away from us there.”
Andrei Svechnikov added an empty-net goal.
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After three big wins, Panthers’ road trip ends with whimper in loss to Red
Wings

Chris Driedger went 3-0-0 in net, stopping 89 of 98 shots he faced for a
.908 save percentage and a 2.96 goals against average in the first three
games of the road trip.
CLOSE GAMES WITH DETROIT

BY JORDAN MCPHERSON
FEBRUARY 20, 2021 07:37 PM

Despite being on opposite ends of the standings in the Central Division,
tour of the Panthers’ six games against the Red Wings so far this season
have been decided by one goal.
The teams face off two more times this season, March 30 and April 1 at
the BB&T Center.

The Florida Panthers knew it was coming. They had just walloped the
Detroit Red Wings a night earlier. With the second game of a back-toback on the horizon, they knew Detroit wasn’t going to go down easily.

HEADING BACK HOME

“We feel good about ourselves,” forward Patric Hornqvist said, “but we
can’t just sit back now because we’ve been winning lately here. We just
have to keep working and keep doing the right things.”

The Panthers now return to the BB&T Center for five games over an
eight-day span. It starts with their three games of the season against the
Dallas Starts on Monday, Wednesday and Thursday. It concludes with
two games against the Hurricanes on Saturday and March 1.

“We’re looking at them to respond,” forward Anthony Duclair added.
“That’s for sure.”
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Detroit’s response on Saturday came in the second period. The Panthers
couldn’t recover.

1203475

The Red Wings scored twice in the middle frame to erase an early deficit
and defeat the Panthers 2-1 at Little Caesars Arena. It was the only loss
on this four-game road trip for Florida, which drops to 11-3-2. Two of the
Panthers’ three regulation losses this year have come against Detroit (512-3).

Lowly Red Wings clamp down on Panthers in rallying for rare home win
vs. Florida

Patrik Nemeth and Mathias Brome scored for Detroit in the second
period. Nemeth’s goal, his first of the season, came on a wrist shot in the
left circle through traffic and past Sergei Bobrovsky shortly after the Red
Wings won a faceoff in the offensive zone. Brome’s goal came on a
rebound after a Dylan Larkin shot.
“Obviously they were going to be a hungrier team today with the
performance they had yesterday,” forward Frank Vatrano said, “but I
think we shot ourselves in the foot in the second period. We came out
flat. ... Sometimes when you take a period off, that’s what happens in the
end.”
The two goals negated the Panthers’ first-period lead, which came when
Alex Wennberg tapped the puck past Jonathan Bernier after some nifty
stickwork in front of the net.

Florida Panthers

By NOAH TRISTER
ASSOCIATED PRESS
FEB 20, 2021 AT 7:52 PM

DETROIT — Mathias Brome scored his first NHL goal late in the second
period, and the Detroit Red Wings held on for a 2-1 victory over the
Florida Panthers on Saturday.
Patrik Nemeth also scored his first goal of the season for the Red Wings,
who won for only the second time in seven games. Detroit rebounded
from a 7-2 loss to the Panthers the previous night.

Wennberg now has five goals on the season, all of which have come in
the past seven games. His goal was also the first this season by the
Panthers’ second power-play unit.

“I had the same thing happen in my first year in Sweden — I went 13 or
14 games before I got my first point — so I know it will come when you
keep creating chances,” Brome said. “I would be more worried if I didn’t
have any chances.”

Bernier stopped 38 of 39 shots on goal, including all 30 at even strength,
to improve to 4-2-0 in net.

Alex Wennberg scored for Florida in the first period, but the Panthers
allowed two goals in the second.

Bobrovsky stopped 25 of 27 that came his way and fell to 5-2-1 on the
season. Saturday was Bobrovsky’s first loss of the season in a game in
which he had a save percentage of at least .900.

“I think we had a flat second period,” Florida forward Frank Vatrano said.
“Obviously they’re going to be a hungrier team today with the
performance they had yesterday.”

ROAD TRIP RECAP

With the score tied at 1, Dylan Larkin got open in the slot for Detroit.
Goalie Sergei Bobrovsky stopped his shot, but Brome was there to put
away the rebound. It was the rookie forward’s first career point in his 18th
NHL game.

Even with the loss on Saturday, the Panthers outscored opponents 18-11
over the four games this road trip, which included a 6-4 win over the
Tampa Bay Lightning on Monday, a 4-3 overtime win over the Carolina
Hurricanes on Wednesday and a 7-2 win over Detroit on Friday.
Only three of the Panthers’ 18 goals came on the power play, with a
fourth coming during the three-on-three overtime period against Carolina.
Jonathan Huberdeau tallied seven points (three goals, four assists)
during the road trip and leads the team with 22 points after 16 games.
Aleksander Barkov (two goals, four assists), Anthony Duclair (two goals,
two assists) and Patric Hornqvist (two goals, two assists) also averaged
at least one point per game during the trip.

Detroit’s Anthony Mantha hit the post on a breakaway with just under four
minutes remaining in the third, but the Red Wings didn’t end up needing
the insurance goal.
There was a moment of silence before the game after the death of Sergei
Tchekmarev, a longtime team masseur for the Red Wings.
“This was obviously a very, very difficult 24 hours for us,” Larkin said. “It
was a tough game, which happens in this league, but more importantly to
lose a friend — someone we cared about so much, and he returned that
back 1000 times more with everyone he met. I tried my hardest and a lot
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of guys tried their hardest to come to the rink tonight with the same
enthusiasm he always had.”
Florida opened the scoring on the power play. Wennberg was left alone
in front and had time to stickhandle a bit. The puck eventually bounced
back to him off goalie Jonathan Bernier’s stick, and Wennberg was able
to slam it in for his fifth goal of the season.
Nemeth tied it in the following period, beating Bobrovsky to the glove side
with a wrist shot from the left circle.
“We gave ‘em two free goals, and to me that was the difference,” Florida
coach Joel Quenneville said.

Detroit ended up scoring twice in the second period and were able to
survive a late Florida power play that created a lot of opportunity to take
a 2-1 lead into the break.
“We kind of shot ourselves in the foot in the second period,’’ Frank
Vatrano said.
“We came out flat. At the end of the day, we end up losing. Sometimes
when you take a period off, that’s what happens in the end.”
Florida was aggressive in the third but failed to put anything past Bernier
as they head home 3-1 on this four-game trip which started in Tampa,
went to Raleigh and ended with two in Detroit.

The loss cost Florida a sweep of its four-game trip. In fact, it was the first
regulation loss on the road for the Panthers this season. They’d been 60-1.

Bernier got the start for Detroit after he played the final two periods in
relief of Thomas Greiss the night before.
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”We didn’t have as much puck support as we did yesterday,’’ Quenneville
said. “A lot of things went right for us and we expected them to be better.
It had to be a hard night. Those are the kind of games you don’t mind
being a part of; a tight-scoring game, finding a way to come up with
something. We didn’t.
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Florida Panthers

Bernier stops Panthers as Red Wings beat Florida in Detroit

Published 8 hours ago on February 20, 2021
By George Richards

A night after being embarrassed in a five-goal loss to the Florida
Panthers, the Detroit Red Wings showed quite a bit of fight on Saturday.
In the process, they beat the Panthers for the second time in the past two
weeks, this one 2-1 at Little Caesars Arena.
With the win, Detroit ended its six-game home losing streak to the
Panthers.
Of Florida’s three losses in regulation, two have come to the Wings —
who moved out of the division cellar, although it was only temporarily with
Nashville beating Columbus.
“We had a decent first, I didn’t like our second at all and we had a few
sniffs at it in the third,” Joel Quenneville said.
“It was tough to leave points out there. We get an equalizer, hey, you
never know. We had a little press, a little push there at the end but it
wasn’t enough.”
Florida got its lone goal on the power play, but ended up going 1-for-3 as
Detroit shut things down and goalie Jonathan Bernier was on top of his
game.
The Panthers threw up everything they had at Bernier and he stopped 38
shots — including all 16 he faced in the third period — to get the hardfought victory.
For the most in-depth coverage of the Florida Panthers in town,
subscribe to Florida Hockey Now today!
Alex Wennberg got the first goal of the night, showing off some
impressive stickwork in front of Bernier after getting a power play pass
from Anthony Duclair in the first period.
The Panthers looked to keep things going in the second up 1-0 and
Duclair almost gave them the 2-0 lead but Bernier stopped him.
Not long later, the Wings would kick into gear.
Friday’s game: Florida Panthers 7, Detroit Red Wings 2

Detroit’s defense did surrender quite a few shots, but was markedly
improved over the night before.

”You’re not going to get track meets every night, chances off the rush.
You have to fight for your space around the net and make it tough on
them. We didn’t do that.”
Sergei Bobrovsky, who wasn’t challenged much at all for the first 25
minutes of the game, made his first start since losing to the Lightning last
Saturday night and ended his night with 25 stops.
The Panthers flew home Saturday night and will play host to Dallas on
Monday night.
FIRST PERIOD HIGHLIGHTS
It was a tight first with the Red Wings looking like a team ready to turn
the tables following the previous night’s embarrassment.
The two teams swapped chances, but the Panthers had a couple of
prime looks midway through the period when Ryan Lomberg and Carter
Verhaeghe were stopped by Bernier.
At 13:12, the Panthers’ power play got its first crack at it and it was the
second unit which did the damage.
Detroit’s power play got its first try a few minutes later when Keith Yandle
went to the box.
As has been the case this season, the Wings did not do a whole lot with
the opportunity and Florida took a 1-0 lead into the room.
In the period, Florida outshot the Wings 9-5 and had seven more shot
attempts as well.
SECOND PERIOD HIGHLIGHTS
This period belonged to the Red Wings as they survived a slow start but
ended up scoring twice to take a lead into the intermission.
After going close to 20 minutes without a shot on goal, the Wings started
generating some offense and finally put some pressure on Bobrovsky.
Not long after Duclair’s backhanded shot was stopped by Bernier, Patrik
Nemeth scored off a wrist shot from the left circle to tie the score.
After Bobrovsky came under assault and made three key saves,
MacKenzie Weegar took a penalty but the Panthers, again, killed it off
without much going on.
But the Wings were able to take the lead with 2:33 left in the second after
Mathias Brome scored off a nice feed from Dylan Larkin.
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Brome walked to the net in front of Wennberg and MacKenzie Weegar
and was able to punch in his own rebound as no one had gotten there
yet.
”We lose a draw cleanly and it’s in our net,” Quenneville said. “I didn’t like
the second goal, that can’t happen. Both nothing plays there and we
gave them two goals. To me, that was the difference.”

Before the Panthers took on Detroit on Friday, Quenneville stressed that
the Panthers needed to take the last-place Wings seriously.
Considering how close the previous four games had been, with Detroit
handing the first-place Panthers one of their two regulation losses,
Quenneville didn’t have to preach too much.

Florida had a few scoring chances itself following that, including a nice
backhanded attempt from Gustav Forsling.

But after beating this team by five in a game that was not really close
after the first period, how does Quenneville try and keep a let down at
bay on Saturday?

The Panthers got another power play chance at the end of the period and
carried possession for 90 seconds before Detroit got a clear to end the
period.

“It’s a fresh game, it’s a fresh opportunity,” he said. “The slate is clean
and let’s be motivated to be the best we can in (Saturday’s) game. We
will say that before.”

Detroit outshot the Panthers 11-8 in the second.

Florida’s success in Detroit, whether it has been at Joe Louis Arena or
Little Caesars Arena, is well documented.

THIRD PERIOD HIGHLIGHTS
Florida came into the period showing a nice response to being down a
goal but again struggled to get a whole lot going.
Both Verhaeghe and Brett Connolly had their chances but couldn’t get
anything through.
Sasha Barkov, who took an uncalled high-stick to the face in the second,
got into it with Anthony Mantha near the goal cage.

Florida Panthers keep motor running in Detroit, rout Red Wings
The Panthers have won their past six at LCA and are 14-2 in Detroit
since the Wings joined Florida in the Atlantic Division.
Florida has also won 11 of the past 13 against Detroit overall and the
Red Wings are most likely going to come out a desperate bunch
Saturday.

it started when Mantha was holding Barkov’s stick and when Barkov tried
getting free, he hipchecked Larkin and sent him to the locker room.

“Being respectful for our opponent always has to be in place,”
Quenneville said. “Incentivize ourselves that the better we play, the more
fun we’re having.

Florida got another power play chance with Ekblad firing off yet another
point-blank shot that Bernier knocked away. The Wings ended killing it
off.

“It’s a new game, a new challenge. Let’s push each other. The four-line
rotations are helping push one another. Everyone wants more. That’s a
good thing.”
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The Panthers are not expected to make any major lineup changes
Saturday after Quenneville mixed up his defensive pairings by putting
Keith Yandle up with Anton Stralman.
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Florida Panthers

Detroit GameDay II: Florida Panthers try to keep good times going
against Wings

Sergei Bobrovsky, who has not played since losing 6-1 to Tampa Bay
last Saturday night in Sunrise, is expected to be back in net after Chris
Driedger won his past three starts.
Some leftover notes from Friday night.
No need to warm them up.

Published 18 hours ago on February 20, 2021
By George Richards

Joel Quenneville and his Florida Panthers said all the right things
following another victory over the Detroit Red Wings on Friday night.
With another game upcoming against the same team in less than 24
hours, that’s probably wise.
When you spank a team by five goals in their building, you know you’re
going to get the best the next time out — especially with the games so
close together.
So, no reason to add any fuel to that fire.
The Panthers visit Detroit again Saturday at 5 p.m.
“We have to have the same mentality and not change anything,” said
Anthony Duclair, who scored and had an assist in Florida’s 7-2 win on
Friday night.
“We want to get off to another good start because we’re looking at them
to respond, that’s for sure. For us, we are obviously a confident group
right now and we want to keep it rolling.”
For the most in-depth coverage of the Florida Panthers in town,
subscribe to Florida Hockey Now today!

— Florida’s 24 points through 15 games to start 2021 matches the most
in franchise history.
The 1996-97 team, which won the Eastern Conference title months prior,
started 10-1-4.
— Driedger stopped 30 of 32 shots and is now 6-1-1.
His six wins through his first eight starts match the most by a goalie in
franchise history. Bobrovsky can match that tonight.
— Jonathan Huberdeau’s two assists gives him 22 points which is the
most in franchise history through 15 games.
— Sasha Barkov’s season-high three points gave him his sixth multipoint game of the season.
— MacKenzie Weegar got his first goal of the season and added an
assist (1-1-2) for his first multi-point game of the season.
— Florida had 21 hits Friday to increase its league lead. Radko Gudas,
the biggest-hitter in the NHL this season, had a game-high five hits.
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Nashville Predators
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Saturday recap: Nashville Predators 4, Columbus Blue Jackets 2: Calle
Jarnkrok scores 2 in win

Sports never are a forever endeavor.
Now is not the time for the Nashville Predators to turn their backs to the
future.

Paul Skrbina
Nashville Tennessean

The Predators peaked a few years ago, when they reached the Stanley
Cup Final in 2017. They weren't supposed to. They were the last team to
qualify for the playoffs.

The more things changed for the Nashville Predators, the more they
changed Saturday during a 4-2 victory against the Columbus Blue
Jackets.

They overachieved. They had the best record in hockey the next season.
They made hockey in the South hip.

Mikael Granlund centered the top line and was flanked by Filip Forsberg
and Viktor Arvidsson.
Rocco Grimaldi moved up to the second line to play with Matt Duchene
and Calle Jarnkrok.
Ben Harpur made his Predators debut, pairing with Dante Fabbro on the
second defensive line.
For just the sixth time this season the Predators scored first, courtesy of
Calle Jarnkrok's power-play goal with 7:02 remaining in the first period.
The Predators had lost five of six after being shut out by the Blue Jackets
on Thursday. They took their first multi-goal lead since Jan. 16, the
second game of the season, when Colton Sissons scored moments later.
The Predators' lead was cut in half when they allowed a shorthanded
goal to Boone Jenner early during the second period, the second such
goal they've allowed this season.
Not long after, the Blue Jackets tied the score 2-2 thanks to Gabriel
Carlsson, who became the 75th player to score his first NHL goal against
the Predators.

Then they began to slip. Now, with a roster that's near the salary cap
maximum, they are just falling.
Now, it seems, is the time to seriously consider three or four years from
now rather than three or four years ago. Start playing Eeli Tolvanen
every night. Give Philip Tomasino a chance. Start that youth movement
general manager David Poile planned on.
Rebuild the roster. Build the farm system. Develop some of those picks.
Turn some of those future picks into established players. Have a new
plan.
For now, with the team teetering on last place in the Central Division,
revamping the roster isn't realistic. Major renovations more likely would
be done during the summer, if they were to trade players such as Viktor
Arvidsson or Matt Duchene. Nobody but Roman Josi, who has a nomovement clause, should be untouchable.
That's also when they could try to persuade the Seattle Kraken to take a
high-dollar contract, such as Ryan Johansen, in the expansion draft
But the Predators could be close to Step 1 of a rebuild: Deals before the
trade deadline.

Duchene, apparently not an Elvis fan, slammed his stick against the
glass behind the net late during the second period, after another series of
saves from Elvis Merzlikins.

Here are three candidates the Predators could send packing before the
April 12 deadline:

Jarnkrok needed just 16 seconds in the third to put the Predators ahead
3-2. Forsberg made it 4-2 just 29 seconds later. Merzlikins left the game
early during the third period with an apparent injury. Jarnkrok just missed
a hat trick when he hit the crossbar with 5.7 seconds left.

Position: Defenseman

The Predators moved to 7-10.
Big number: 7. Consecutive games Viktor Arvidsson has gone without a
point.
Big number II: 0. Times the Predators have led after two periods this
season. They have been tied five times and led 2-0 after one Saturday
but allowed two second-period goals.

Mattias Ekholm

Age: 30
Contract status/cap hit: Signed through 2022/$3.75 million.
The 10th-year defenseman is easily the biggest carrot Poile has to
dangle to contenders. He has a year left on his contract. He's a steal
dollarwise. He could land Poile and the Predators some high draft picks.
At his age, there's no reason to keep him if an overhaul, which will take a
few years, is imminent.
Mikael Granlund

Big names: Mattias Ekholm and Ryan Johansen did not play. Ekholm has
missed four games and hasn't played since Feb. 9. Johansen has missed
seven but skated with the team during this trip.

Position: Forward

FYI: Johansen, who has been taking contact during practice, could
return next week against the Red Wings.

Contract status/cap hit: Unrestricted free agent/$3.75 million
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Nashville Predators

Three players the Nashville Predators could deal at the NHL trade
deadline

PAUL SKRBINA | Nashville Tennessean

Age: 28

The skinny: Granlund's travels back to Nashville were halted because of
immigration issues, causing him to miss camp and the beginning of the
season. His stay here could be short. In short, the pending unrestricted
free agent has rediscovered some of his yesteryear, giving him value on
the market. Yes, he's been much better since John Hynes took over for
Peter Laviolette. No, his chances of returning to Nashville don't seem
very high. The three-time 50-point performer had three goals and four
assists through Friday.
Brad Richardson
Position: Forward
Age: 36
Contract status/cap hit: Unrestricted free agent/$1 million
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The skinny: Richardson hasn't played since Jan. 30. He had a goal and
an assist in eight games. But he does have a Stanley Cup pedigree,
having won one with the Kings in 2012, and would be a welcome addition
to most locker rooms. The 16th-year veteran won't yield much in return
but he's not coming back anyway.

An NHL spokesperson said there will be ample lighting for the game.
Shadows could be something to monitor; they’re difficult to eliminate on
outdoor rinks at night.

There are others the Predators could trade, but not many have much
trade value.

With the sun gone, the ice should be in good shape come evening. The
temperature is expected to be below freezing. Warmups will likely take
off bumps, and the ice surfacers should leave the ice in good shape for
play.
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How can people watch the game on TV?
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The NHL had a quality afternoon slot on NBC to air the game, but with
the postponement, the second and third periods will air on NBCSN, not
the main network. Turns out a delayed hockey game doesn’t trump
“Saturday Night Live.”

Websites

The Athletic / Answering the questions raised by the NHL’s sun-induced
Lake Tahoe postponement

Will the ice be ready by the time the game resumes?

The league also pushed back Sunday’s Flyers-Bruins game in Tahoe,
originally scheduled for 2 p.m. Eastern time on NBC. It will now air at
7:30 p.m. Eastern time on NBCSN.

By Peter Baugh

What will the players do before game time?

Feb 20, 2021

They went back to their hotel, which is only a few minutes’ drive from the
rink. There are no showers in the locker rooms at the golf course, so
some will likely shower, and they’ll have time to rest before the game
resumes.

STATELINE, Nev. — Speaking from Lake Tahoe on Friday, star
Avalanche center Nathan MacKinnon expressed an unusual sentiment:
He wanted worse weather.
“I wish it wasn’t so beautiful out,” he said. “I wish it was dark and cloudy
and colder. The ice would be a little bit better.”
Turns out, he was on to something. After only 20 minutes of play
Saturday, the NHL’s first outdoor game on a golf course was delayed
because of the ice conditions. It will resume at 9 p.m. local time (12 a.m.
Eastern), with the Avalanche up 1-0 and three seconds left on a 5-on-3
Colorado power play.

“We’ll just kind of take it in stride,” Avalanche captain Gabriel Landeskog
said. “Probably get a bite to eat and lay down and relax and come back
in a few hours and try to pick up where we left off.”
Hockey teams often hold morning skates before night games, so a break
between sessions on the ice isn’t new for NHL players. Obviously,
though, there’s a big difference between a light skate in the morning and
a full period of high-intensity hockey.

Here are answers to questions prompted by the stoppage:

Avalanche forward Tyson Jost didn’t seem too fazed, posting a picture
from the game on his Instagram story and captioning it “To be
continued…”

How did we get here?

What happens if another interruption occurs?

The rink was set up to be as scenic as possible. It’s located on the 18th
hole of the Edgewood Tahoe golf course, with the lake and mountains
serving as a picturesque backdrop. The sun sparkled off the waves in the
lake as fans watched the action from boats.

The league made contingency plans for weather before the outdoor
matchup. The game can be deemed official after two periods of play. The
leading team will get two points in the standings. If the score is tied, each
team will get one point with the chance to earn a second in a shootout. If
the weather conditions don’t allow for a shootout, it will take place before
the Vegas-Colorado game Monday in Denver.

Unfortunately for the NHL, that sunlight proved to be an issue. With the
beams shining down, ice conditions deteriorated to a point that the
league deemed unsafe. Players and referees slipped as they skated,
seemingly getting caught in ruts on the ice.
“We didn’t think it was safe or appropriate to continue this game at this
time,” NHL commissioner Gary Bettman said in an NBC interview. “Some
of the players wanted to continue playing. Other players were more
concerned.”
“Some spots on the ice were a little slushy, but we were ready to go back
out whenever they called us back out,” Avalanche captain Gabriel
Landeskog said. “We kind of wanted to go back out, but it’s probably a
good decision that we moved it to tonight.”
What will the lighting situation be at night?
The mountain views won’t be the same at night, but there won’t be
sunshine, which Bettman said “has always been our enemy.” The league
already has lights set up and ready for the game, NHL chief content
officer Steve Mayer told The Athletic.
The NHL did not make the commissioner available for comment, saying
his TV interview would serve as the league’s statement, so it’s unclear if
there will be more lighting than is shown in this video tweeted by Vegas
TV analyst and former NHLer Shane Hnidy on Friday:

Will the boaters come back in the evening?
Fans took their boats onto the lake to get a view of the game during the
day. It’s unclear if any will attempt to come back at night, but one kayaker
told The Athletic that it’ll be too dark for him.

The Athletic LOADED: 02.21.2021
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The Athletic / How the NHL made the Lake Tahoe outdoor games
happen

By Peter Baugh
Feb 20, 2021

STATELINE, Nev. — Last fall, as the NHL began canceling and
postponing its major regular-season events, Steve Mayer’s mind got to
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work. As the NHL’s chief content officer, Mayer oversees the league’s
tentpole events, and he wanted to find a way to hold its next signature
game, even if it wouldn’t be safe to produce a fan-heavy one like the AllStar Game, Stadium Series, Heritage Classic or Winter Classic.

They were also building in a type of location they weren’t familiar with. At
one point, Matsuzaki remembers, the league had to alter its design plans
for a roadway. Why? Something that would never have disrupted them at
a stadium: A tree they hadn’t seen on their initial tour was blocking them.

Instead of thinking of something new, he returned to an old idea: holding
a game outdoors but in a scenic location rather than in an NFL or MLB
stadium. The league had previously looked at playing on Parliament Hill
in Ottawa in 2016, and although local officials nixed that plan, Mayer
remained excited about the concept of holding a game somewhere
special but not sports-related.

“You can pretty much guarantee there’s not going to be a tree in the
middle of Coors Field,” Matsuzaki says.

This winter gave him the opportunity to put his vision into action.

There was one variable the league didn’t have to account for: fans, who
will not be allowed because of the COVID-19 pandemic. Matsuzaki says
the league wishes it could host spectators, but their absence does allow
the crew to focus on making the game as good for TV as possible. There
will be drones filming the game, and the league was able to place
cameras without worrying about blocking fans’ view.

“‘We could do a game that would be memorable and, frankly,
sensational,’” Mayer remembers thinking after the Winter Classic and the
All-Star Game were canceled in October. “That’s what we want from our
big events, our signature events. We said, ‘Let’s think about doing the
game with no fans, the game in the wilderness.
“‘Let’s find an incredible location.’”
Enter Lake Tahoe.
The league will hold two games this weekend on the 18th hole of the
Edgewood Tahoe Resort golf course in Stateline, on the southeast
corner of Lake Tahoe, just over the state line from California into Nevada.
The league built the rink on the edge of the lake, and mountains loom in
the distance. Trees tower over the ice.
“This is a drop-the-mic-type outdoor rink,” says Vegas coach Peter
DeBoer, whose team will play the Avalanche on Saturday before the
Flyers and Bruins play Sunday. “It’s the nicest I’ve ever seen.”
And it came together quickly. Planning for outdoor games usually takes a
year, NHL executive VP of events Dean Matsuzaki said, but the league is
on the brink of pulling off the Tahoe games after only two months of
planning.
After talking to Kieth Wachtel, the league’s chief revenue officer, and
getting the go-ahead from commissioner Gary Bettman, Mayer and his
fellow officials had to find a location. First, they sent a small team to Lake
Louise in Alberta after leaving the Edmonton playoff bubble.
“The team that went there just came back with the report that, ‘Man, if we
ever could pull this off, it would be stunning,’” Mayer says.
But Canadian government regulations took away the lake as an option.
So the league turned to the United States, looking at around a half-dozen
locations. Mayer declined to say what the other options were, other than
mentioning that one was in Colorado.
In mid-December, league officials came to Lake Tahoe. Quickly, they
realized the scenery fit what they were seeking.
“Once we got here, we were like, ‘Yeah, this is going to be great,’”
Matsuzaki says.
“When we close our eyes and think about what this should look like, what
this could look like, it’s Lake Tahoe,” Mayer says.
Then the work began. The venue didn’t have power or internet access
that baseball or football stadiums come with, so there was plenty to do.
The league turned to Populous, an architectural design firm, and then an
internal team designed graphics. Construction — everything from
covering up sand traps, to laying water pipes, to building the aluminum
boards, to erecting a chalet overlooking the rink, to bringing in the NHL’s
famed 53-foot “mobile ice plant” — began Feb. 6 and was not complete
until Wednesday.
“The biggest thing, obviously, is the rink,” Matsuzaki says. “But there’s a
lot of support infrastructure that goes along with the rink … figuring out
where we do locker rooms, where all our staff are going to work out of,
where the broadcast compound is going to be, how we’re going to do our
video replay or all the technology that’s now part of an NHL game.”

The Edgewood resort isn’t new to hosting events, which has been helpful
for the league. It hosts an annual celebrity golf tournament; Avalanche
general manager Joe Sakic had a hole-in-one there in 2011.

Broadcasters will call the game from the chalet, which is between the
teams’ locker rooms and the rink. Players will have a longer walk to the
rink than normal, but that didn’t seem to bother the Avalanche and
Knights players at practice Friday. Colorado’s Gabriel Landeskog and
Vegas’ Mark Stone heaped praise on the execution of the project.
“They did an incredible job,” says Stone, who described the venue as
having a rustic feel. “The locker room — it’s hard to describe. They set it
up so quickly, and we had tons of space. Everything’s done like an NHL
visiting locker room. It’ll be pretty easy to play.”
Mayer’s vision for an experience that’s memorable and sensational has
turned into reality.
“They’ve been able to put this together in such a short period of time and
figure everything out,” Mayer says. “It’s just amazing. It took me three
years to finish my basement in my house. These guys have built a minivillage in two weeks.”
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The Athletic / Why play at Lake Tahoe? The business case for outdoor
NHL games (even without fans)

By Sean Shapiro
Feb 20, 2021

It’s meant to be dramatic.
Build a hockey rink on a golf course next to Lake Tahoe and play a game
or two on national television, with panning shots of the mountains and
lake interspersed between whistles and breaks in the NHL action.
But while that natural backdrop will be a key feature of NBC’s broadcast
of this weekend’s two outdoor contests, almost everything about the
NHL’s Lake Tahoe games will be unnatural and weird compared to the
league’s typical reality, which makes it the perfect event for an overall
unnatural and weird season.
The NHL has been showcasing regular outdoor games for 13 years now,
but this weekend’s will be unlike anything we’ve seen, mainly because
they will lack something most NHL games have been missing this
season: fans and the revenue they provide.
In a season in which commissioner Gary Bettman has said the league
will lose at least a billion dollars, building an outdoor rink at Lake Tahoe
may not seem a financially prudent short-term business decision. Even
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with two games played, between the Vegas Golden Knights and
Colorado Avalanche on Saturday and Philadelphia Flyers and Boston
Bruins on Sunday, breaking even this weekend won’t be easy.

The Hurricanes deal is different and won’t get the full value of a sold-out
home game unless a certain threshold is met for ticket sales, Waddell
said.

So why is the NHL doing this?

“The league wanted to make sure we were fully in and would push to sell
close to 60,000 seats,” Waddell said. “We are guaranteeing the NHL
they’ll get to a certain point (of revenue), and then after that, there is a
split between the Hurricanes and the NHL. We are not guaranteed to
even make the revenue of a home game. We think we can get there, but
we recognize that risk and sold it to the league that we’ll take the risk for
what we think it could do to our franchise in the build-up and in the
aftermath — to monetize and capitalize on it.”

It’s about sponsors and television. According to multiple league and team
sources, it’s about creating a spectacle to keep the attention of some of
the NHL’s largest sponsors in a season with fewer opportunities to host
big-ticket events, such as the All-Star Game.
“Improved ratings, increased sponsorship benefits, heightened media
buzz,” said Lee Berke from LHB Sports, Entertainment & Media, Inc. “All
created just by setting up an NHL rink outdoors next to Lake Tahoe.”
Outdoor games have been a fixture on the NHL calendar since the first
Winter Classic on Jan. 1, 2008. The NHL Stadium Series became a
staple starting in the 2013-14 season. The games in Lake Tahoe will be
the 31st and 32nd regular-season games played outdoors.
On a league level, outdoor games typically net approximately $5 million
in profit. Like all NHL games, ticket sales are key to driving revenue.
According to sources, a sold-out Winter Classic in a football stadium
(which generally have larger capacities than baseball stadiums) can flirt
with profits in the $10 million range — or in extreme cases, even higher;
the 2014 Winter Classic in Ann Arbor, Mich., netted the league as much
$20 million, according to Sports Business Journal.
The cost of putting on these events, meanwhile, is high. That 2014 game
at Michigan Stadium had an operational cost of $10 million and, while
exact numbers weren’t divulged, a source familiar with the financials of
the 2020 Winter Classic at the Cotton Bowl in Dallas said expenses were
in the same ballpark.
Outdoor games are league events. While teams jockey to be in the
hosting rotation, there isn’t necessarily an immediate financial windfall for
individual franchises.
“These outdoor games, Winter Classic or Stadium Series — it’s a badge
of honor for a franchise. They legitimize markets as great hockey
markets,” Minnesota Wild team president Matt Majka said. “To be honest
about it, the direct economic benefit is not that substantial, because the
gate and most of the associated revenue flow to the league.”
Majka has worked to bring two outdoor games to Minnesota, a Stadium
Series game in 2016 and the 2021 Winter Classic that was delayed
because of the pandemic. To better understand why teams want to host
and play in outdoor games, you have to take a long-term view, Majka
said.
“There is an indirect benefit to every team’s bottom line when your team
is raised to a national level and your brand is raised to a national level for
an entire season — or longer, in the buildup,” Majka said. “I think fans
both locally and nationally pay more attention when you play in, and
specifically host, one of these games. I think there is a benefit that is hard
to draw a direct line, but those indirect ones can follow you moving
forward.”
That’s why the Carolina Hurricanes made a pitch and were eventually
awarded a Stadium Series game that was going to be played Saturday at
Carter-Finley Stadium in Raleigh, N.C. The game hasn’t been officially
rescheduled yet, but Carolina is expected to get a replacement Stadium
Series game within the next few seasons.
“You’re not doing it for the financial purpose,” Carolina president and
general manager Don Waddell said. “Why we are doing this in Raleigh is
to create exposure to potentially 60,000 people, many of whom will be
coming to their first hockey game. The outdoor games seem to attract
new hockey fans because they want to be there.”
For the majority of, if not all, hosts of prior outdoor games, the league has
negotiated a deal where it buys a home game from the host team,
typically at a rate of around $2 million, according to executives familiar
with negotiations.

Waddell said the Hurricanes did see an uptick in season-ticket sales after
it was announced the team would host an outdoor game, which would be
included in those packages.
“That’s one of the ways we’d measure success for the outdoor game,”
Waddell added.
Of course, in-person attendance and ticket revenue aren’t realistically in
the league’s vocabulary until at least the 2021-22 season. Success for
the Lake Tahoe games looks different.
Keith Wachtel, the NHL’s executive vice president and chief business
officer, has said the Lake Tahoe games wouldn’t be possible without
sponsor buy-in and the fact that the league was able to host more than
one game.
The event presents an opportunity to keep major partners — Bridgestone
and Honda, for example, each get marquee name placement this
weekend — on board in a season filled with make-goods (see: helmet
stickers). It’s fair to say these Lake Tahoe outdoor games are the biggest
and flashiest make-good we’ve seen so far.
The games are also important to the league’s relationship with NBC. With
the NHL’s national TV deal in the United States set to expire at the end of
this season, the partnership has become a major talking point in this
truncated season.
Jon Miller, an NBC Sports Group executive and one of the key creators
of the Winter Classic, is quick to point out that taking games outside has
been a ratings success for both his employer and the NHL. The Winter
Classic typically represents the most-watched hockey game each season
for NBC Sports, he said, while the Stadium Series often outdraws the
most-watched indoor games from the regular season.
“It’s an event. You need events to build up and sell to viewers,” Miller
said. “When you take an NHL game outside, it still draws the regular
hockey fan, but it also draws the curiosity of other sports fans. The
aspect of seeing a game played in a unique spot, like Lake Tahoe —
more people tune in, and that’s good news for all of us.”
The deal with NBC currently nets the NHL $200 million a season. The
league and NBC are both interested in extending their partnership
beyond this season, even if it’s likely the national TV deal would include
another partner, such as ESPN or Fox, also carrying national games.
“The outdoor games are a time to schmooze and woo sponsors. It’s
about fans, but really they are events that you try to bring in more
business from the people that can spend the most money,” one NHL
team executive said. “The league can do that with those partners in Lake
Tahoe. It also wouldn’t surprise me if discussions, even if informal,
happened about what the next TV deal could look like.”
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By Pierre LeBrun
Feb 20, 2021

Let me preface this by stressing there’s no evidence to suggest the
Nashville Predators are shopping defenseman Mattias Ekholm.
OK, now that that is clear, let me also point out, as Predators beat writer
Adam Vingan did earlier this week, that the Predators might listen to
offers for Ekholm given the need for the franchise to start thinking rebuild,
retool or reset. It needs young assets either way.
At a $3.75 million cap hit this year and next, Ekholm, 30, is probably the
most desirable asset on the team.
Plus, there’s the Seattle expansion draft factor hanging over the team. If
the Preds decide to go the 7-3-1 protection route, one assumes the three
protected blueliners would be Roman Josi (no move), Ryan Ellis (signed
through 2026-27 at a reasonable $6.25 million AAV) and youngster
Dante Fabbro.
I suppose you could talk me into protecting Ekholm over Ellis, but the fact
is if you’re Nashville, you don’t know if you’re going to be able to re-sign
Ekholm when he’s up in July 2022.
And so what we have here is a reliable, top-four D signed a bargain AAV
through this year and next.
That’s two guaranteed playoff runs for a contender looking at Ekholm.
Ekholm is very much the kind of asset Jake Muzzin and Alec Martinez
were when the rebuilding Kings dealt them away: veteran blueliners with
a year and a half left on their deals at the time of their departures.
Muzzin fetched a first-round pick and a prospect, while Martinez netted
two second-round picks. Ekholm would probably net at least the Muzzin
return. In fact, they are comparable players, as one team executive said
to me Thursday, “both big, two-way defensemen. Top-four.”
There must be a first-round pick in any Ekholm package or else there’s
no way, in my mind, the Preds move him. I don’t believe the Predators
have talked to teams yet about him; it’s still early, and again, maybe they
won’t at all.
But I find it hard to believe they won’t at least start to take calls on him
closer to April 12 if their season continues to sink.
These are the teams (in no particular order) I see as potential fits if
indeed the Predators decide to listen on Ekholm.
Boston Bruins
The offseason departures of Torey Krug and Zdeno Chara created an
opportunity on the left side of that D. The fact the Bruins rank top-five in
goals against per game so far this season certainly doesn’t scream
desperation to upgrade the blue line. They’ve been more than fine. But I
do feel Ekholm’s all-around game, experience and contract fit perfectly
with Boston’s window to win.
It would not surprise me if Bruins general manager Don Sweeney gave
Nashville a call at some point. Bruins beat writer Fluto Shinzawa clearly
agrees, noting in his mailbag this week that Ekholm would be ideal as a
trade deadline target.
The Bruins have their first-round pick this year intact, so that’s important
in approaching Nashville. To make the money work, could Sweeney find
a way to get the Preds to take John Moore’s deal ($2.75 million AAV
through 2022-23) if he sweetens the pot enough?

would fit right in. The Jets have their first-round pick this year available to
them. The Jets have zero cap space, but I wonder if you try to move
Mathieu Perreault’s expiring deal ($4.125 million AAV) to make it work
money-wise while obviously needing to dangle a first-round pick and a
prospect. On the downside, here’s why the Jets might not like this idea:
They just made a major trade in which their new player, Pierre-Luc
Dubois, had to quarantine for 14 days and since his return got dinged up.
So Winnipeg might be apprehensive about making another impactful
trade with a U.S. team this year. But on paper, the fit makes sense.
Washington Capitals
I wouldn’t say it’s a necessary need for the contending Capitals, but at
the end of the day, Ekholm would be an upgrade, and if you’re the Caps,
you’re still in the window and trying to win. They have Dmitry Orlov,
Brenden Dillon and Chara on their left side, so it’s not a necessary trade.
But it still makes the Caps better, no way around it.
The Caps are bottom third in goals against per game — is that a leaky D
or goaltending that needs to be better? And you know that Caps GM
Brian MacLellan would have an inside line on scouting Ekholm with his
head coach Peter Laviolette and assistant coach Kevin McCarthy, who
had Ekholm when coaching in Nashville. There would be nothing but
praise from Laviolette and McCarthy.
The Caps have their first-round pick this year, so that’s key. They’re right
up against the salary cap, so they’d need to make the money work. I
wonder if they could get Nashville to take Nick Jensen ($2.5 million AAV
through 2022-23) if they sweeten the pot. But the Laviolette factor alone
makes this something the Caps should at least look at.
Philadelphia Flyers
The void left behind by Matt Niskanen’s surprising retirement wasn’t
really addressed in the offseason, but it wasn’t from a lack of trying. My
sense from talking to other teams is that no GM tried harder to land a
top-four D than Chuck Fletcher, but the deal just wasn’t there. Now, in an
ideal world, the Flyers would benefit more from a right-handed D on an
expiring deal. The latter is because the Flyers, too, no doubt are looking
ahead to the expansion draft and know they must protect Ivan Provorov,
Travis Sanheim and Philippe Myers.
So the fly in the ointment in going out and acquiring Ekholm is that you
have a protection issue that would require either a side deal with Seattle
or another transaction after the season. And like I said, a right-handed D
is the preferred route for Philadelphia. Having said that, there might not
be a more impactful top-four D on the market before April 12 than
Ekholm if, in fact, Nashville is willing to move him. Ergo, I think the Flyers
will monitor this situation. And yes, they have their first-round pick this
year. Can they get Shayne Gostisbehere ($4.5 million AAV through
2022-23) to be part of the deal if there’s a further sweetener? If you’re
Nashville, does a first-round pick, a prospect and the hope a change of
scenery refreshes Gostisbehere make sense?
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Sportsnet.ca / Why Maple Leafs' William Nylander was benched at the
end of a win

Luke Fox@lukefoxjukebox
February 21, 2021, 1:23 AM

Winnipeg Jets
The Jets are loaded up front and have a Vezina Trophy-winning goalie,
but after Josh Morrissey and Neal Pionk on D, I have questions. Ekholm

Foreshadowing is a beautiful thing.
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A little over a week before Sheldon Keefe stapled William Nylander to the
Toronto Maple Leafs’ bench for the final 8:45 of Saturday’s 5-3 victory in
Montreal, the coach discussed his strategy when it comes to planting a
star player on the pine.
“Everything is situational,” Keefe explained, thoughtfully. “It’s usually an
accumulation of things. You don’t overact to one incident or one different
thing. For me, it’s usually the end of a long line of events that have
occurred with a lot of communication and discussion. It's not something I
resort to all that often.”
In the long shadow cast by the dominance of Auston Matthews (18 goals
in 18 games) and Mitchell Marner (more points than anyone not named
Connor McDavid), the deadliest power play on the planet, and the Maple
Leafs’ general snowplowing (14-3-2) through the rest of Canada, has
been a John Tavares and Nylander duo that has been fine but less than
fantastic at even strength.
Keefe admits Tavares has been “fighting it” lately and has made a point
to extol the captain’s defensive prowess.
Because actions speak louder than words, it was notable that during the
final frame of Thursday’s 7-3 blowout of Ottawa, the coach flipped
Nylander onto Matthews’ wing and blessed Tavares with 20 minutes of
Marner in hopes wildfire would spread.
Tavares scored his first goal in seven games, via a Marner pass, and
Nylander (1-1-2) snuffed out his six-game point drought.
“A lot of games without a point,” Nylander said post-game Thursday.
“Obviously, it gets to you a little bit. It was nice to get a goal and an assist
today for that reason.”
On Thursday, Nylander was given the carrot. On Saturday, the stick.
In effort to keep his group on task as it attempts to sprint away with a
divisional crown, Keefe has been stressing the necessity of situational
wisdom, to lock down leads instead of greedily go gobbling for more
cookies.

Keefe has gone to great lengths to tighten the ship this season, and
Nylander’s mini benching is part of that. The coach wants to nip
lackadaisical efforts in the bud. (Remember, Tuesday was intended to be
a day off, but after the players blew a 5-1 lead to Ottawa Monday, the
Leafs looked at video and discussed the debacle out in the open.)
By chopping Nylander’s ice time to 13:55 Saturday, the lowest it’s been
in more than 14 months, Keefe delivered a message to the player — and
the group — without risking the victory.
What is simultaneously frustrating and encouraging, six seasons into
Nylander’s NHL career, is a sense that there is still more to squeeze out.
Keefe’s challenge is to summon 200-foot competitiveness from his
dynamic winger on a nightly basis.
The coach’s relationship with the player stretches back to 2015, when
Nylander lit it up for his Marlies. Keefe gave a glimpse into their
relationship over the summer.
“It’s part of Will’s nature, at times, to not be as engaged as you’d like him
to be. And he needs a push. Sometimes it comes from me, but
sometimes it comes from himself as well. He’s a guy that is hard on
himself,” Keefe explained back in July.
Keefe tries to guide Nylander through positive reinforcement, showing
him clips not of his mistakes, but rather of shifts where he’s hounding the
puck with a strong stick and winning it back along the wall. He wants to
instill a sense of urgency.
“At times, he doesn’t even need to see the clips. He knows the situations
you’re talking about,” Keefe went on. “I showed him a number of different
clips where he was all over the puck and winning pucks back. One very
underrated thing about William is the way he can win pucks back in terms
of takeaways in the offensive zone; he’s right near the top of the league
in that regard.”
We see Nylander’s half-period benching Saturday as much about the
coach as it is about the player.

This is about habits more than standings points.

The Maple Leafs are raising their defensive expectations this season.

Funny thing is, Nylander came out of the gates at Bell Centre with jump,
driving to the net with purpose. And the recent addition of Alexander
Kerfoot to the opposite wing has given the Tavares line a dash of
feistiness and finish.

Stakes are higher. And the standards have followed suit.

But when the visitors emerged from a wild, six-goal second period with a
two-goal lead, Keefe simply wanted to hold the fort against an opponent
that had been resting all week for this match.
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Twenty minutes of safe and boring, then get outta Dodge.
Nylander, in the coach’s estimation, was too loose. When Nylander was
on the ice, the Canadiens were generating more scoring chances (8-6)
and high-danger chances (4-2), per NaturalStatTrick.com. During
Nylander's final shift, he attempted a touch pass to Tavares in the neutral
zone that was picked off and led to a decent Canadiens chance the other
way.
Star forwards like Matthews and Marner — plus dutiful middle-class role
players like Zach Hyman, Ilya Mikheyev and Kerfoot — have delivered an
improved level of defensive consistency without the puck this season.
Nylander has been more explosive yet more erratic. He’s the most
divisive talent in Leafs Nation.
“I thought both tonight and last game he’s had a lot of really good
stretches where he’s got good legs and he looks real dangerous, like
he’s ready to break out,” Keefe said.
“I didn’t like some of the things here today once we got the lead. As a
team, I didn’t think we did great things in the second period. But in the
third period we really got it going the way we wanted to, and I didn’t think
Willy matched that.”
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Sportsnet.ca / usty Canadiens' mistakes prove costly in loss to Maple
Leafs

Eric Engels@EricEngels
February 21, 2021, 12:15 AM

MONTREAL—It’s a game of mistakes, and the Montreal Canadiens
made too many of them to beat the Toronto Maple Leafs at the Bell
Centre on Saturday.
Brendan Gallagher knew it could play out this way after his Canadiens
were idle for six days while the Maple Leafs collected five of six points
against the Ottawa Senators.
“You don’t really know how you’re going to respond when the puck
drops,” said Gallagher on Friday. “It could obviously play either way.”
Rogers Hometown Hockey
This season, home is where the hockey is. Experience Rogers
Hometown Hockey.
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It didn’t look like it was going to play Montreal’s way at the start of the
game, when they missed the net with their first four shot attempts. And
as the Maple Leafs skated off the ice with a 5-3 win, it was partially
earned and partially gift-wrapped by the Canadiens.

Should Carey Price have stopped the shot? Maybe.

Montreal coach Claude Julien thought it was more the latter.

Kotkaniemi and the Canadiens thought they had a goal to bring them to
within one before the second period was up, but upon second review—
the first one determined it was a goal and then the Maple Leafs
challenged for goaltender interference—the goal was called off because
it was deemed Kotkaniemi pushed Frederik Andersen’s pad on the play.

“The decisions we took to give Toronto their chances to score—I see it
as we gave Toronto a win with our mistakes,” said Julien. “The mental
decisions were very costly.”
Start with Ben Chiarot, who dumped the puck over the glass while
teammate Victor Mete was looking on from the penalty box towards the
end of the first period. It’s the kind of penalty Julien has called
“avoidable” on countless occasions since the start of the season, and in
this case—with Chiarot in the clear and with better options at his
disposal—there’s no debating it.

Should Matthews have been impeded in some way from getting as clean
a look as he’s had all season? Definitely.

But it didn’t cost them the game. They were in it right through the third,
until they turned the puck over deep in Toronto’s end and Edmundson
made an ill-advised pinch that left Jonathan Drouin and Nick Suzuki
scrambling back.
Suzuki had a chance to get to Toronto’s Alexander Kerfoot before the
score got to 5-2, but he failed to make the play.

The NHL’s best power play went to work on fresh ice to start the second
at 5-on-3 for over a minute, and the Canadiens allowed the one play the
Maple Leafs were looking to execute: a seam pass from Mitchell Marner
to Auston Matthews, and there was no chance Matthews was going to
miss.

There was a lot of that in this game. The Canadiens tried. They had their
legs, they had good intentions, but they were rusty to start and
discombobulated to finish—even if Tyler Toffoli scored his 11th of the
season to get them back within two goals with 1:26 remaining.

He had come into the game as the NHL’s hottest shooter, with 16 goals
in 17 contests, and the Canadiens had successfully kept him off the
board in their first three meetings. He wouldn’t be denied on this night.

“That will happen after a week off,” Edmundson said. “But we’re playing
every other night from now on, so we’ve gotta change that quick and get
things rolling again.”

“I’ve got to be in that lane,” Canadiens defenceman Joel Edmundson
said. “I’ve got to take (Marner’s) pass away. So, that was pretty much a
freebie for (Matthews).”

Sunday night in Ottawa would be a good time to start.

What happened 17 seconds later was even more irksome for the
Canadiens.
Jeff Petry, who finished the first period in Montreal’s room after an
awkward collision, is probably wishing he had come out late to start the
second. He had been sensational through Montreal’s first 15 games of
the season, but he made an uncharacteristic mistake slapping a clearing
attempt right into Matthews when he had multiple options to get the puck
all the way down the ice. Then he compounded it by making a hopeless
attempt to cut off a pass—leaving one of the NHL’s best-ever setup men
(Joe Thornton) a 2-on-0 opportunity that Travis Boyd finished.
Still the Canadiens muscled their way back into the game, with Tomas
Tatar springing Jesperi Kotkaniemi for a breakaway goal before Paul
Byron (who was scratched last Saturday, waived on Sunday, cleared
through waivers on Monday and back in the lineup for this one) busted
through the gut of the ice and scored a beauty to tie things up.
The joy was short-lived for Montreal with Phillip Danault taking a line
change at the wrong time, Shea Weber stepping up in the neutral zone to
make a hit on Matthews without Jake Evans being able to provide the
necessary back pressure from off the bench to support that decision, and
with Marner making a beautiful play to freeze Chiarot and Carey Price in
one fell swoop for his ninth goal of the season.
A little less than eight minutes later, Mete missed a stick check and slid
his blade under Ilya Mikheyev’s skate for a penalty.
The kill was going alright… until it wasn’t.
“We had a chance to get the puck out, and we didn’t,” said Julien about
Danault winning a race to a loose puck and then chopping it to the line
but not over it.
Remaining Time -0:29
Price shuts the door to deny Mikheyev from point-blank range
Meanwhile, Montreal’s Artturi Lehkonen, typically a savvy defensive
forward, had plenty of time to recover and close the gap on Matthews.
But the NHL’s leading scorer, left all by himself, was permitted to walk
right in and turn the goal light on for the 18th time this season.
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"HE'S JUST AT A DIFFERENT LEVEL"

By Sonny Sachdeva

Even 15 years into his NHL career, it can be tricky to capture everything
that makes Sidney Crosby so good. So we asked his linemates to do it
for us.
To understand Sidney Crosby’s game, you have to look to the unnatural.
Past a healthy dose of natural athleticism, there’s little that’s organic
about the way Crosby became Crosby. No, for Cole Harbour’s favourite
son, glory came through sheer force of will. Through a relentless,
methodical infliction of effort on every aspect of his skill set, until all that
was left was greatness.
Even after a decade-and-a-half of watching that greatness play out in the
NHL, there’s still something about the Penguins captain’s presence that’s
difficult to quantify. Ask a room full of hockey lovers what it is that makes
No. 87 great, and you might get 10 different answers. There’s a nuance
to his talent that can be tough to parse.
It’s the way Crosby can receive a pass at top speed regardless of where
it happens to arrive, catching it in his skates or knocking it out of the air.
It’s him wading into the corner with the puck and somehow grinding and
dancing his way back into open space with it still on his stick. It’s the
backhands, the deflections, the edgework.
Making sense of it all requires time. Crosby isn’t a performance act at
centre stage. He doesn’t give it to you all at once. He’s a painter moving
across a grand canvas, slowly perfecting each square inch, each minute
detail. And while, standing back, we can recognize we’re in the presence
of a masterpiece, it’s only those who’ve been by his side along the way
who truly understand what he’s done.
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This is an inside look at how Crosby became Crosby, as told by those
linemates who were out there with him as it happened.
THE FIRST SIGHTING
Crosby’s rarely ever taken the ice as an unknown. It’s never happened in
the NHL, it barely happened before. Meeting the much-hyped phenom for
the first time is always preceded by some level of intrigue, expectation
and, at times, even skepticism. But seeing him on the ice for the first time
always delivers.
RYAN DUNCAN (Shattuck-St. Mary’s, 2002-03) I played with Sidney
when he was 15 years old. I would’ve been 17. We knew we were going
to be roommates coming into Shattuck, so we talked a little bit in the
summertime. Obviously, the buzz kept building and building. My mindset
was like, ‘How good could this kid be? I’m going to go down there. I’m
going to outscore him. I’m going to go prove that I’m better than this kid.’
ERIC NEILSON (Rimouski Oceanic, 2003-05) I really didn’t know who he
was or much about him. I knew that he was a pretty big prospect — and
he had to be kind of a big deal, he was first-overall in the draft. I meet this
kid for the first time, and he’s just like a goofball. Like, he’s just got the
big buck teeth and the bad hair. I’m looking at him and I’m like, ‘This is
the kid that everybody’s got all the hype about?’ Like, he just didn’t have
the look, you know what I mean?
DUNCAN We get on the ice and obviously I saw firsthand how good he
was. You just saw the way he played one-on-one, the way he protected
the puck, the things you still see in his game today. So good in the corner
— he’s not the tallest guy, but his lower-body strength might be second
to none. Just the way he controls the puck, his vision, plays on both sides
of the stick. He’s one of the best passers, he uses his teammates so well.
And he’s responsible. By the end of the year, I think he outscored me by
90 points.
NEILSON I was like ‘Holy shit, this guy’s pretty good.’ [Laughs.]
“He’s just got the big buck teeth and the bad hair. I’m looking at him and
I’m like, ‘This is the kid that everybody’s got all the hype about?’”
COLBY ARMSTRONG (Pittsburgh Penguins, 2005-08) The first time I
saw him, I was standing in the run at the old Mellon Arena in Pittsburgh,
where the team comes out of the main dressing room. I was on a
different session and I remember just watching him out there on the ice
against those guys at [his first] camp, and I was just like, ‘Holy smokes,
this is the kid we’ve been hearing about? Holy smokes.’ Just watching an
18-year-old outsmart grown men with tons of experience on the ice,
sucking them in and finding players in the fourth or fifth lane attacking
down from the back side while he’s under pressure in the corner. I hadn’t
seen guys make decisions like that or make plays like that really ever in
my life.
JARED McCANN (Penguins, 2019-Present) I saw him catch a pass — it
was unbelievable — the puck kind of blew up off the ice and it was
bobbling, it had to be at least three or four feet off the ice, and I saw him
knock it down with one hand and, like, full speed just continue down the
ice. It was incredible. I kind of looked around, and nobody really cared
too much. But I looked at Nick [Bjugstad, who was also new to the team],
and Nick looked at me, and we’re like, ‘Holy crap. That just happened.’
PATRIC HORNQVIST (Penguins, 2014-Present) When you play against
him, he splits the D and it looks like he doesn’t have control of the puck,
but then when you see him in practice, he does it over and over. And
yeah the puck might bounce, but somehow he always finds a way to split
them and get the puck under control after. Just the reliability to always
find a way to control his stick and skate, it’s crazy.
BRYAN RUST (Penguins, 2014-Present) Being on the ice with him for
the first time I think can be a little bit nerve-wracking. But the more you’re
out there with him, the more you just want to learn and kind of work as
hard as he does and just emulate some of the things that he does.
ARMSTRONG I was playing in Wilkes-Barre and he was obviously on
the Pens, but I drove down to Philly to watch him play against the Flyers.

He had his big battles with [Derian] Hatcher and ended up chipping some
teeth, his mouth was bleeding. And at the end of the game he gets a
breakaway pass, it was in overtime, and he comes in and scores the
winning goal, and he does like this double-arm fist pump thing, grinning,
and his teeth are all chipped and his mouth is bleeding. I thought that
was just a great moment, especially against Philly, for him as a Penguin,
as a rookie. I remember hearing fans in Philly saying, ‘I think we’re going
to have to get used to seeing that.’ Even the [opposing] fans were like,
‘Wow.’ Because he didn’t back down.
Assignment: Top-line Wing
The first-line assignment on Crosby’s wing has meant something a little
different at various points in his career. In his younger years, it was about
protecting the future superstar; today, it’s simply about trying to keep up
when those gears start to turn. A constant throughout, however: Crosby
has rarely skated regularly alongside another bona fide star (at least one
who was already shining before he got involved) — No. 87 always holds
the keys.
CONOR SHEARY (Penguins, 2015-18; 2020-Present) We had a morning
skate, so I went in for the meeting and the lineup was posted on the
board. I remember walking in and I might’ve done a double take to make
sure that it was my name that was written on his left side [laughs].
McCANN I was freaking out. There’s no other way to put it — I was
freaking out. You know, I was talking to Mark Recchi, our assistant
coach, he was just like, ‘Play simple. Sid’s easy to play with.’ Meanwhile,
I’m sitting there just like, ‘Holy crap. I’ve never played wing really before,
and now I’m playing on a line with Sidney Crosby.’ So, personally, I was
freaking out.
JAKE GUENTZEL (Penguins, 2016-Present) I mean, you’ve heard of the
superstitions, so you’re kind of just trying to stay away. But he was just
calming me down and talking to me like it’s no other day.
RUST Uh, I was definitely nervous. I think I was probably thinking to
myself ‘Just try and get him the puck’ a little bit too much.
SHEARY I remember him standing next to me on the ice [at the morning
skate] and saying that I was playing with him for a reason, and to just
play my game and not worry about anything else. And I think that calmed
me a lot — it maybe took my mind off it knowing that he knew I was a
little nervous, but he was comfortable telling me that and settling me
down.
HORNQVIST I remember our first game. It was an exhibition game in
Detroit. He got the puck down low on the left side and he just fired it as
hard as he could in front of the net. It hit my tape and went wide, but just
the quickness in seeing the game, it’s fun to watch.
NEILSON They wanted to make sure that he was protected his first year
[in junior], so I played with him more. He said, ‘Just put your stick on the
ice and go to the net.’ I think I scored four or five goals that year, and
every one of them was an assist from him.
HORNQVIST His way to make plays from nothing — he always seems to
have double coverage on him, and then he finds a way to find that little
saucer pass or that spot.
RUST You’ve got to be ready in certain situations that maybe you
[usually] shouldn’t be ready to either get the puck or make a play. He can
make a lot of things happen out there that not a lot of players can do, and
things happen so quickly with him that you’ve always got to be on your
toes.
SHEARY Obviously when you’re beside him, you’re always going to get
the top D pairing and you’re always going to get the top forward line.
[But] everyone’s always going to be aware of him on the ice more so than
his wingers, so I think that sometimes can give you some free space,
because they’re so worried about what he’s going to do, and I think if
you’re able to find those little areas, he’s oftentimes going to find you.
NEILSON There were just plays that I would be a part of when I was
playing on his line, and I’m just like, ‘How did he physically do that? How
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does he just know that?’ I’d come back to the bench and I’d just be mindblown. There would be times where I’m just like, ‘Man, that’s incredible
for a 16-year-old to be able to do that.’ And they weren’t just fluke plays
— he would do them again and again and again. It was repetition. It was
a pattern that he was able to figure out. He was just so much more
advanced in the game.
GUENTZEL You have to stick to your own game — you can get
starstruck when you’re playing with a player like that, and sometimes
you’re over-trying to give him the puck.
ARMSTRONG You’re scared to go back to the minors, you’re scared to
make a mistake playing with the best player, and still have expectations
to play a certain way and be yourself and play your game. But then at the
same time, you’re playing with a guy like Sidney Crosby who expects a
certain calibre of play to happen — you’re making plays in tough
situations and you have this mindset of ‘don’t screw up,’ so you chip it
down instead of making that little 10-foot pass in a dangerous area to
him. It was a little bit of an adjustment for me. I remember him pushing
me to be that guy. So it was kind of like a push inside on my own head, it
was the reins from the coach being pulled a little bit, and then it was also
a little bit of encouragement from Sid, like, ‘Let’s go, you’re on the top
line, you’ve gotta make these plays.’
HORNQVIST It’s easy to play next to him — he gives his wingers great
opportunities to score and make plays. And maybe with that comes a
little more pressure, too, because you get more pucks and you have to
make plays back, but I just saw it as a big opportunity.
CHRIS KUNITZ (Penguins, 2009-17), speaking to Sportsnet 590 The
Fan in 2014 You get the notoriety — you get to play the big minutes, to
go out against a team. And any time you have chemistry with a player
like that, he’s obviously going to bring you a long way.
ARMSTRONG I can tell you this, I got a lot of assists on a breakout just
standing between the hashmarks and the blue line — a crisp pass to me,
and just one-touching it to the middle with him following the play like a
centreman usually does, coming underneath the puck, just laying it to
him while guys come to me. The way he’d go one-on-three or one-onfour and split the D and score — I got a lot of assists in the first few years
there with my hands over my head and I didn’t even get outside of my
blue line, but he’s already scored [laughs].
RUST I don’t think I had a very good game the first game I was on his
wing, I think I was minus-3 or minus-4 or something. But it was definitely
a learning experience. At the end of the day, you’re still playing hockey
and you’re still doing the things that make you successful. You’re just
playing with the best player in the world.
Crosby’s always had a knack for motivating teammates to find a higher
gear. But 15 years into his career — after amassing a historic trophy haul
and cementing his status among the game’s greats — the captain has
taken a more hands-on approach to bettering his linemates, sitting with
his young wingers between shifts and teaching them how to think the
game like him. The results are undeniable.
RUST He’s constantly talking to you on the bench, in between shifts and
in between periods, going over little plays, asking what his linemates saw
and relaying what he saw.
McCANN He’ll bring out the iPad and he’ll show you, you know, ‘I want
you in this spot or I want you in this spot.’
RUST It gets pretty specific. As in, [he’ll want to know] what you were
thinking going to your backhand or your forehand.
SHEARY A lot of times, I would slow up to give him support, thinking that
he wouldn’t see me, but he would tell me, ‘No just keep skating there, I’ll
find you. I won’t let you go offside. I won’t ice the puck. Just keep skating
and I’ll find you.’ And I think that kind of frees you up a little bit to do a lot
more out there and to have more success.

GUENTZEL I mean, he sees different things. If it’s little seam passes or
places where I should go, he always is helping out and he’s so good at
that on the bench.
DOMINIK SIMON (Penguins, 2015-Present) If there is some stuff that
needs to be communicated, he starts it, he sees it, he can feel it. He tells
us he wants the line to work well, he wants the team to work well.
“They weren’t just fluke plays. It was a pattern that he was able to figure
out. He was just so much more advanced in the game.”
McCANN And then when you go out there, you kind of see it. Like, you
see where he’s going to be and it just kind of clicks. He’s an amazing
teacher, he really is.
RUST Any time you can get a split-second edge or an advantage, he
always likes to talk about that, because he’s always trying to get that little
advantage.
HORNQVIST He’s the best captain I’ve been around, and that’s because
he always wants everyone to feel good and be better. And he pushes
guys, too. He’s not just talking to guys, he pushes guys and he leads by
example. If you have a captain like that, there’s no way someone else will
cheat or not do the right things out there. That’s why we’ve been a good
team for a long time.
DUNCAN You wanted to not slow him down by any means, but he didn’t
put any extra demands on you — he was really good at kind of finding his
linemates’ strengths and weaknesses, and working around that. He was
never one to have an ego and put people down.
NEILSON He was able to talk to his teammates not like he’s better than
them. It was like, ‘Okay we’re all together here, we’re going to do this
together, and we’re on the same level.’ It was, ‘What do you guys think?’
and he would include their input, share ideas.
DUNCAN He gets the point across that he’s competitive and he wants to
win, and this is what you have to do. But in a subtle way. It’s like we’re all
pulling at the same rope.
NEILSON And if something worked, he’d be open to changing — it
wasn’t just set in stone. I think sometimes players at that level, of that
calibre, when they’re that talented, they miss that. And he didn’t.
DUNCAN He had just a surreal poise about him, real composure about
the way he approaches things. He just seems to know what to say in any
situation.
McCANN When Sid talks, everybody listens. He just commands the
room. He has that level of respect.
MIKE SULLIVAN (Penguins head coach, 2015-Present) We’ve never
really surrounded him with elite 50-goal scorers, at least not at the
beginning. Jake Guentzel is the latest example. When we put Jake
beside him, Jake was just a young player trying to find his way in the
league. Last year, he scored 40 goals playing with Sid. And what I really
admire about Sid is how he nurtures these guys, how he sits beside them
on the bench and talks to them after certain shifts, he tries to get on the
same page with them so that line can be as successful as it can be. And
these guys would go through a wall for him, because they look up to him
and admire him so much.
SHEARY He would keep me on the ice for little drills and things that he
noticed in games that we could work on together. He would work on
those things with you after practice. I mean, he helped mould me into the
player that I am. We worked on a lot of two-on-one stuff — where he
wanted to receive the pass and when he wanted to receive the pass to
have the best opportunity to score.
ARMSTRONG Not everybody’s this No. 1-line winger, you’re not always
going to get that. I think he understands that, and instead of a normal guy
who’s probably getting frustrated and going, ‘What’s this guy doing?’ he
uses his ability to adapt and figures out how to make that guy better.
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McCANN He’s been a great teacher for me, and I’m just trying to listen to
him as much as I possibly can.
No Off-switch
On the ice, Crosby has long been unbending in pursuit of his goals. Off
the ice, it’s been much the same — his obsession doesn’t subside when
he leaves the rink. It’s all-consuming, and always has been.
DUNCAN Getting to live with him and hang out [at Shattuck], and to see
what he did day in, day out, how he handled himself at such a young age
— he knew where he was going, and he wasn’t going to do anything to
jeopardize his future. You could just tell how much of a professional he
was at 15 years old. He was just so ahead of the game mentally.
NEILSON He had this thing about him right away from when I first met
him, just that feeling that he was going to be the best, and he was going
to do whatever it took to get there. For example, he put up over his bed,
on the ceiling, he put ‘Score and win.’ So that would be the first thing he’d
look at in the morning when he opened his eyes and the last thing he
looked at when he went to bed.
DUNCAN The way he prepared, he didn’t seem to be fazed at all by the
expectations — he just went about his business. I think he had that
dream for himself, so he knew the work that he needed to put in. He
wasn’t afraid of it. It wasn’t this weight that he was carrying around — he
was just having fun, felt fortunate that he got to play this great game.
NEILSON He was always competitive. Even at home, just me and him,
we set up a basketball net downstairs and we would just sit there and
watch hockey highlights on TV. We’d come up with some stupid game —
‘You’ve got to bank it off a wall and in the net’ or whatever. So we’d have
a best-of-seven series. No word of a lie, if I ever would win, he would get
up, he wouldn’t talk to me, he’d go and slam his door, and he’d be in his
bedroom for the rest of the night. I’d be knocking on his door and he’d be
like, ‘Go away,’ telling me to beat it, because he was so pissed off that he
lost.
“He’s mastered a lot of things that a lot of guys don’t even think about.”
ARMSTRONG You look at it from the outside and he’s this world-class
player and he’s on TV and they’re showing what he’s done and all his
highlights. When I came up, to be with him every day and see what he’s
like, he was just like an 18-year-old kid that just loved hockey. Just like all
of us, you know. It’s just that he was way better than all of us at doing it
[laughs].
NEILSON He loves the game. He would’ve been the kid that would’ve
watched every Hockey Night in Canada. He also was a student of the
game — I remember doing trivia games with the boys on the bus, and we
used to play like, ‘Who won the Stanley Cup, or who led the goal-scoring
race, in 1984?’ — before he was even born. And he knew everything. He
was one of those guys, he was like a computer, a hockey computer, who
knew every stat and every team that won the Stanley Cup, who they beat
in the Final. He was just at a different level with hockey.
SULLIVAN He’s a guy that will come into my office and say, ‘Hey, is
there any chance I could see the pre-scout of our opponent’s penalty
kill?’ We always prepare that for the group, but Sid likes to see it by
himself, or sitting with one of our coaches. And he thinks out loud with
our coaches, and to have his perspective is valuable for our coaching
staff. He’s always looking for that little advantage that he can get, or we
can get as a team, in order to try to have success.
So, when I say he’s invested in winning, that’s what I mean. He’s totally
invested in every element of his life. And I’ve watched it every single day
for the last four years — when you see it day in and day out for that long,
when you see the time and the sacrifice, the commitment that he makes
to be the best player in the game, it’s impressive. And it’s certainly made
an impression on me.
Practice Makes Perception
Regardless of the era, Crosby’s linemates learn pretty quickly that
practice with the captain doesn’t look quite like it does with anyone else.

McCANN He practices new things all the time, but he practices the little
things in the game, you know what I mean? Like picking up a pass on
your backhand. We were working on picking up passes on our backhand
going through the neutral zone, but he wanted the coach to throw it in his
skates or a little bit ahead of him so he has to kind of reach out and get it.
I feel like that’s what separates him from a lot of other guys who just
practice the same thing over and over again. Like, he’s mastered a lot of
things that a lot of guys don’t even think about.
GUENTZEL He takes game-reel situations to practice. If something
happens the night before, he’s always taking it to the next day.
RUST He’s always experimenting with things, new ways to either catch
passes or tip pucks or get a shot off. Hockey’s such a fast sport; it puts
your body in so many different situations that you can’t really replicate all
of them. I think Sid does a really good job of trying to replicate as many
as he can, and get as good at as much as he can.
SHEARY You might remember a ton of goals he scores [where] he’s off
to the side of the net and he kind of tips it up top-shelf. He worked on that
a ton.
DUNCAN He knows the bread-and-butter of his game, and then he kind
of just adds little pieces around it. He’s so focused, so determined, and
so talented at the same time. It’s such a rare combination for a hockey
player, you know?
NEILSON Every drill he would do, he did it to 150 per cent. That’s not
easy to do — any hockey player would be able to tell you there’s those
days that you don’t feel it, it’s not 100 per cent. But you never knew with
him — he just, he brought it. Every time.
SHEARY Even when there’s a one-on-one drill or a battle in front of the
net, like how hard he competed, and it was a practice. You’re kind of like,
‘If that guy’s doing it then why aren’t I trying that hard?’
SULLIVAN It probably is more indicative on the odd occasion when he
doesn’t practice for whatever reason, if he has a small injury and he
wasn’t able to practice on a given day. You know, when Sid practises,
the pace of the practice is ratcheted up, and the whole quality of the
practice improves because of his work ethic. He pushes the pace for the
rest of the group. He’s the standard.
HORNQVIST It’s incredible to watch him. He’s the most skilled guy in the
league, and he still works on it every single day, those small, small
moments in the game. And then he works on it after. And that’s been a
huge eye-opener for me, to work on my game. I think we all do it
because of him.
ARMSTRONG He wasn’t good at faceoffs or his defensive game wasn’t
good enough — you know, now we’re hearing him up for these offensivedefensive awards, he’s in the chatter as one of the best faceoff guys in
the league. Think about the kind of guy that he is and the compete level
that he has, and to think that there’s a minute on the clock and there’s a
big faceoff in his own end, and [the coach says] ‘We’re going to stick this
guy out there for the faceoff instead’ — he’s the kind of guy where that
would eat him up. He wants to be that guy. He worked to be that guy, to
make sure he’s that guy all the time, to win that faceoff.
SULLIVAN I say to people all the time that in all of my years associated
with this league, and in knowing other athletes in other sports, I’ve never
been around an athlete as driven as Sid.
Scouting Report
What do the players who spent years skating on his wing think makes
Crosby elite? This is their breakdown of the most impressive aspects of
his skill-set.
ARMSTRONG There’s no player I feel is better when a guy’s on his hip
— he can beat a guy coming out of the corner just with his power and
speed. You know, he’s made guys look fairly silly even with one hand on
his stick. And the ability to make that backhand pass through
defencemen, shoot it on the back corner — it’s just a lethal part of his
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game. Some people refer to him as a grinder, ‘the best grinder in
hockey,’ and I think he definitely has those qualities.
NEILSON His lower body and his core were just so dominant. So much
stronger and more developed than other kids at that age. He was able to
control the play by just protecting the puck and not letting people knock
him off it, and the thing is, when we would get knocked off it, how hard he
worked to get it back. If you watch clips from back in the Rimouski days,
yeah, he might turn it over, but I remember multiple times he would come
back and he would backcheck and be able to turn the puck back over
and go the other way.
SULLIVAN He has such an ability to wear his opponents down because
he’s so fit. It’s hard for them to stay up with him, and there’s so many
examples of him just hanging on to pucks down low and our opponents
ended up getting exhausted, and he continues to play because of his
fitness level. I’ve watched so many scenarios where he has scored goals
or set up goals for his linemates late in shifts, or on the second half of the
shift, when they just simply wore their opponents down.
NEILSON A guy gets a puck on his stick and he starts skating up the ice,
nine out of 10 of them are going to have their head down, looking at the
puck. He was one of those guys like Gretzky, they had their head up —
they were looking, they were able to control the puck and look at the
play, look at what’s developing, look at what’s going on at that high level,
at that high speed. Yeah you can do it in practice when you’re standing
still, stickhandle back and forth, keep your eyes up. I would lose the puck
when I’d do that — imagine me skating as hard as I can up the ice,
stickhandling, carrying the puck, and having your head up and looking for
the options.
SHEARY I think his breakaway speed is pretty underrated as well —
when he gets moving up ice, he’s able to create separation, he’s able to
kind of burn D-men all the time.
NEILSON He would go from first gear to fourth gear in two seconds, not
even.
“I’ve never been around an athlete as driven as Sid.”
RUST I think he just keeps changing as the league’s changing — you
can see over the past few years he’s even getting faster and quicker and
he’s making even quicker plays. The league is headed in that direction,
and you can see that he can realize that and he can get better at it.
ARMSTRONG He really thinks the game in that give-and-go style
offence — creating out of traffic and finding guys. It’s like he’s
comfortable in that, and it makes his vision and his passing ability that
much more dangerous, the more guys he kind of sucks over to himself
and can open the ice.
RUST How good he is on his edges and on his skates — his ability to
kind of get in and out of tight spaces, how he turns and cuts so well, and
how he can kind of manoeuvre his body around but also keep his speed
up and keep making plays while he does it.

disproven that notion by thriving with a rotating cast of inexperienced,
impressionable wingers. So, what does it take to be successful on No.
87’s wing?
SULLIVAN We try to surround him with players that can help him be
successful, and players that can help him in the areas of the game that
he thrives. For example, we think he’s the best player in the game
underneath the hashmarks or below the goal line. He has an incredible
ability to generate offence coming out of the corners or below the goal
line in his cycle game or his down-low game. He tends to thrive with guys
that are good in those areas, that play a give-and-go game, that are
quick, that are elusive, that have the hockey sense to get to the quiet
areas where you can get him the puck or vice-versa.
ARMSTRONG You know, watching Jake Guentzel now, Jake’s not a big
guy — he’s got some good skill, he’s got a great shot, he’s got ability to
beat guys one-on-one and he’s really crafty and a smart player. But he’s
also a guy that’s not afraid to go in and get pucks, because playing with
Sid, he kind of plays that same style. You’re not necessarily going to do
everything for him in getting the puck, but you’ve gotta be there and
you’ve gotta be able to make a pick for him, and you’ve gotta be able to
make those little five-foot passes.
HORNQVIST It’s not very hard to be successful around him. You just
have to play your game and don’t think too much — he’s going to give
you the puck in different spots, and always be ready to shoot or make the
next play. And then play quick — I think that’s the key to playing next to
him.
GUENTZEL Just trying to get open, trying to play that give-and-go game,
create turnovers. I mean, you just know how good of a playmaker he is
so you’re just trying to find those soft areas, because you know he’s
going to get it to you.
SIMON You’re not trying to overthink it — there’s not even that much
time to think on the ice.
RUST Just play your own game — don’t always be trying to adapt to him.
He’s a very adaptable player, and he can play with the players that are
around him. I think the more you play to your own strengths, the more
successful you’ll be as a line.
KUNITZ He just has so many guys focusing on him when he has the
puck, because he generates so much speed and has the ability to beat
guys one-on-one. So I think just being able to go and him [having] trust
and consistency in the way I’m going to play, and the areas that I’m going
to be, maybe put him at a little bit of peace of mind, knowing that I’ll be in
those areas.
SHEARY More than anything, I think he likes a guy who works hard and
is able to create offence alongside him. I think a lot of times you’ll see the
guys he plays with are maybe not the top pick or the highest prospect,
but a lot of times they’ll work hard and they’ll get him the puck.
Human Highlight Reel

McCANN Everybody sees the skill and the speed and all that stuff, but
nobody really understands how good he is defensively, and how much he
really cares about being a two-way forward.

Every one of Crosby’s teammates has quick recall of their favourite Sid
moment on the ice. This is the best of his highlight reel, according to
them.

SULLIVAN What I think separates Sid from others is that he has a
mature game. He knows how to win. He understands that he has to
generate offence, as a lot of elite players do, but there’s so much more
substance to Sid’s game than just the offence. He takes pride in being
good in the faceoff circle, for example. Last season, we used him killing
penalties on the defensive side of the game. When we’re up by a goal
and our opponent pulls the goaltender and we’re defending a lead late in
games, he’s our go-to guy. Because he understands how to defend, and
he’s willing to play that game. I just think he has the most mature game in
hockey, and because of that he’s the best.

DUNCAN He would take some six-foot-five defenceman, put the puck
through their stick two or three times, somehow he would just leverage,
outmuscle them when they’re leaning on him, get around them. He’d
open up his skates and pivot, go around him and somehow make an
unbelievable deke to score on the goalie. I mean, it happened countless
times. He just makes it look so easy, and you’re like, ‘I could never do
that in a million years.’ And he’s doing it a couple times a week. Making
these guys, who at the time are two or three years older than him, look
like nothing.

Secrets to Success on Sid’s Wing
Early in Crosby’s career, he was dogged by the perception that coaches
had difficulty finding players who could play with him. He’s since

NEILSON One crazy play that stands out — we were playing the Quebec
Remparts at home. He’s behind the net and he flipped the puck up on his
stick and he wrapped it around and put it in top corner on the goalie. Just
looking at that and the way the Coliseum erupted after that play, and the
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energy, and talking to him after the game, it was pretty cool. I went out
the next practice and tried to do it 100 times, and I couldn’t even get the
puck up on my stick, let alone during the game, being able to do that all
calm, cool and collected, and being able to finish like he did.
HORNQVIST The wildest play I saw was when he split the D there in
Buffalo and put it on the one hand and then got it over [the goalie’s] pad.
It’s hard to do — with one hand on your stick, to get elevation on the
puck, and to come with full speed and have all that control. That’s crazy.
RUST I think he walked all four penalty-killers, and then one-hand, topshelf backhand. I think that’s something that kind of sticks in your mind.
ARMSTRONG He’s like a computer out there the way he operates —
he’s automatic. Even in the first outdoor game, the Winter Classic,
there’s so much snow on the ice, and yet we see him in the game — no
one does this — but like, he takes the puck, he flips it up, he’s batting it
to himself down the ice while the rest of us dummies are pushing the
puck with our stick like a shovel through the snow.
McCANN It would’ve been a great story if I’d scored on the play — but
growing up, when I watched him play he always did that spin-o-rama
backhand pass backdoor, and he did one of those passes. I remember it
was against Montreal, and I was going backdoor, I didn’t have very much
speed, but the puck literally landed right on my tape. And I watched the
play after and he did a spin-o-rama around the D at the blue line, and just
didn’t even look at me — he just threw the puck and it landed right on my
tape.
ARMSTRONG I think the best were from his first few years, him splitting
D and jumping through the air and scoring these crazy goals where it’s
literally one-on-three, or you don’t see another Penguin jersey in the
entire picture on TV. Splitting D is like impossible to do, and he seemed
to do it every other night almost, scoring these electric goals that were
absolutely crazy.
GUENTZEL Obviously when he hits the puck out of the air, those goals
that he scored like that. It’s pretty special to see. Only special players can
do that.
ARMSTRONG It was against Carey Price — he deflected it out of the air
and then banged it out of the air again. To himself. In the air. And
swatted it in against Carey Price. Like, no one really does that. That’s
Sidney Crosby’s thing. And everyone just thinks, ‘Oh, he’s really good,’
but I remember our first year skating with him and practising, and we’d
stand around the net and just flip pucks to each other and he’d knock it
off his glove out of the air, off like the top of his glove with his hand on his
stick still, and tap it in — bonk, boom.
Those are all things he’s added to his toolbox, whether it’s his deflecting
skills with his stick, his hand-eye out of the air. He’s one guy that I think a
lot of people just go, ‘Oh, he’s really good.’ But he works at it — a ton of
little, little things that make you go, ‘Oh, it looks like he’s having fun.’ But
it actually translates to magic on the ice.
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Sportsnet.ca / Flames' Tkachuk: 'All the pressure should be on me' amid
current slide

Eric Francis@EricFrancis
February 20, 2021, 4:56 PM

Matthew Tkachuk spent Saturday morning putting the spotlight where he
likes it the most: on himself.

Frustrated with his team’s ongoing slide, the controversial Flames winger
did well to set up Saturday night’s Battle of Alberta rematch with pointed
criticism of himself.
“I’m putting all the pressure on myself to turn this thing around for us,”
said Tkachuk, whose uninspiring play of late mirrors that of his team.
“It starts tonight and I’m prepared to do whatever I can. For me
personally, I’ve got to get going. All the pressure should be on me to
perform. It shouldn’t be on anyone else. I haven’t been at my best and it’s
time to get going and help this team get some wins. I haven’t performed
the way I’d like personally, so all the pressure should be on me to try to
provide emotion from the drop of the puck tonight.”
Speaking on a Zoom call Saturday morning, Tkachuk gave the sort of
speech generally reserved for captains or NBA stars. The goal was to try
lighting a fire under himself and his team, while also trying to take some
of the heat off his teammates.
Either way, it puts a heck of an onus on him to back up his words with
actions as the nation watches.
And he won’t have Oilers adversary Zack Kassian in the lineup to help
him with his cause.
“We’re going to make sure this is an emotional game for our team and it
will be,” said Tkachuk, whose club dropped its second straight game
Friday with a bland, 2-1 loss to the Oilers that included the Flames’
traditional 2-0 deficit.
“This is a huge, huge moment in our season, this game tonight. We have
to be ready right now. I think we will be. A few people are telling me the
game (Friday) kind of put them to sleep watching it. That’s not what
should be happening in the Battle of Alberta on a Friday night, especially
in Calgary. We’re going to be ready from the puck drop tonight.”
We’ve heard that before from a team that has allowed the first goal
against in 11 of 17 outings.
The Flames coach and several players have acknowledged the need to
start games on time, as well as to show a more consistent work ethic to
spur this club along.
Tkachuk has long thrived on being the heartbeat of the Flames, capable
of turning a game with a big hit, timely goal or, at the very least, some
extracurriculars that make him the game’s premier pest.
None of that has been evident for weeks, though, as Tkachuk has been
mired in a slump that has seen him scoreless in his last eight and
pointless his last five.
Not the kind of run the team’s leading scorer from a year ago can go on.
“The main thing I can provide is a spark when things are, or aren’t, going
right,” said Tkachuk, who has five goals and ten points in 17 games.
“For myself personally there’s been games where it’s definitely from the
first puck drop I’m not creating or getting anything going offensively. I’ve
been around it more recently. I’ve got to get to the net. When I have the
puck and am making plays, that’s when I’m at my best.”
Despite playing alongside Elias Lindholm and Dillon Dube, he has indeed
been a ghost of his former self of late.
No offence, but more curiously, no hijinks that tend to raise the
temperature at times the Flames could use it.
“I’m still an overly confident player, almost to the point of being cocky, but
confidence is a big part of me and I obviously still have that,” said
Tkachuk, whose .500 club is clearly lacking any semblance of swagger.
“It’s time for us to get going. Enough is enough. We say this stuff every
year. I feel like we were doing this last year. It’s time for us to take a step
as a team, an organization and the way we’re playing now. There’s a lot
pf pressure for us to succeed. Players should really thrive in this situation
where our backs are against the wall. Realistically, it’s a make-or-break
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road trip for our team the way things are going and not a whole lot of
games left. You get behind the eight ball it’s hard to make up ground with
less than 40 games left.”
Coach Geoff Ward applauded Tkachuk’s bold statements, saying he
needs all 20 of his players to take the same approach.
“I think he’s bang on with the comments that he made earlier – he needs
to be more emotionally attached to it,” Ward said.
“I think it helps him motivate himself a bit and I think he’s trying to take
pressure off people at the same time. He’s a leader on our team and he
wants to be that guy and I think he’s owning up to that. At the end of the
day, ultimately when you get into places where we are, just play hard
yourself. Look after that part first and the other stuff follows it. We’re
looking for guys to have a little bit more of a 'F-U mentality' in their game
in terms of getting a little bit angry and playing a little harder.”
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Sportsnet.ca / Jets' Laurent Brossoit staying laser-focused between rare
starts

ken-wiebe headshotKen Wiebe@WiebesWorld
February 20, 2021, 9:05 AM

WINNIPEG -- The ice was empty, with the exception of Laurent Brossoit
and goalie coach Wade Flaherty.
With roughly 30 minutes to go before practice officially began, Brossoit
was laser-focused on executing his side-to-side fundamentals with
precision.
It would be five more days before his first start in nearly three weeks, but
that willingness to put in the work when almost no one was watching
would eventually pay dividends for the Winnipeg Jets backup goalie.
Mental toughness is a prerequisite for anyone in the backup job, where
the line between pedestrian and excellent can often be razor-thin.
On Friday night against the Vancouver Canucks, Brossoit left no question
which column this performance would fall under, turning aside all 29
shots he faced to lead the Jets to a 2-0 victory at Rogers Place.
“(Brossoit) was excellent. Obviously, our best player,” said Jets
defenceman Neal Pionk. “He’s got one of the harder jobs in the league.
He knows that (Connor Hellebuyck) is going to get most of the games
and he comes in and he’s been ready to play this year. It’s been
awesome.”
It was the second shutout of Brossoit’s NHL career, with both of them
coming in Vancouver against the Canucks (the other came on Dec. 22,
2018).
Shining in his home province brought a wide smile to his face when the
topic was broached during his post-game interview.
“If there’s a city I want to have those stats, it’s probably this one. I’ll take
it,” said Brossoit, who has turned aside all 88 shots he’s faced in three
NHL appearances in Vancouver, including a relief stint with the
Edmonton Oilers in October of 2017. “I mean, whether I’m playing or not,
my day-to-day looks the same. It’s not too difficult to stay prepared. I’ve
got my routine and I stick to it.”
Brossoit made a number of impressive saves, including one on Canucks
defenceman Nate Schmidt on a clear-cut breakaway.

Although the puck got behind Brossoit for a brief moment, he was able to
reach back and cover it up before it crossed the goal line.
“I felt fast and on that breakaway, I felt a little bit too fast. I overreacted a
bit,” said Brossoit, who improved to 3-1, lowered his goals-against
average to 2.24 and raised his save percentage to .935. “Saw he was
going blocker and jammed my blocker out toward the puck and a bit of an
overreaction so it hit my armpit and I felt it dropped and I made sure I
covered it up.”
In a condensed season, the Jets knew they were going to have to lean
on Brossoit more than they did last year, when Hellebuyck started 56 of
71 games before the pause.
With Brossoit’s ability to stay as sharp as he has in the early stages of
the season, he’s instilled confidence in his teammates and the coaching
staff -- which is essential given how hectic the schedule is about to
become.
Even when the reigning Vezina Trophy winner needs to take a night off,
the Jets are confident there won’t be much -- if any -- dropoff between
the pipes.
“Yeah, and maybe less so this year, but in the past, yeah, he’s gone long
runs (between starts) because of the schedule, and been able to come
up with some really good performances,” said Jets head coach Paul
Maurice. “He’s underrated, and rightfully so Connor Hellebuyck gets all
the accolades that he should, he’s a Vezina winner, but our goaltending
tandem is just exceptionally strong.
“(Brossoit) is just so powerful getting from post to post. He had a couple
of really good stays where he had to get across hard, but by the time he
got there he was really in his own structure, he was composed with it.
And then the rebound control. There was maybe one that got away from
him, the rest he had a real good handle on the first shot and then put the
puck where he needed to put it. He was just right on.”
This is the third consecutive season that Hellebuyck and Brossoit have
worked as a tandem and having a strong personal relationship has
served them well.
They train together and incorporate many of the same movements in the
crease, which could create a series of spin-off benefits.
“They both agree on the same philosophies of where they’re trying to put
pucks off shots, how they get across the net on certain things,” said
Maurice. “I might be reaching on this one, but it may be subconscious.
They both play the puck with a similar mindset. For your defence, they
get to come back to the same holes, if you will, for the outlet (pass).
“Two very, very big men and neither one of them scrambles. They’re both
square and strong in the net. And the pucks come off them, a lot of the
times, in the same way. There’s no difference in the room going out to
the ice or in the way our back end plays, regardless of who is playing in
the net. And that may well be all of those nuance things that aren’t
spoken about, they’re just played with. I think there’s an advantage there,
I would agree with that.”
The Jets were coming off a split against the Edmonton Oilers, winning a
6-5 game that they could have easily lost because of how loose things
got defensively and losing a 3-2 game that they could have easily won,
were it not for a couple of defensive lapses during a span of 21 seconds.
So as they looked to rebound from a loss that was much closer to
resembling the template they’d hope to employ to enjoy some sustained
success, it was critical for the Jets to not abandon the willingness to pay
attention to the defensive details.
By improving to 5-0-1 after suffering a loss this season, the Jets are 106-1 going into Sunday’s rematch with the Canucks.
“It’s hard to win in this league and it’s hard to get on a roll of winning. If
you lose a game in the NHL, you should come out the next night and
have a little extra intensity, a little extra burr in the saddle, so to speak, in
terms of not wanting to lose two in a row,” said Jets defenceman Josh
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Morrissey. “That’s the identity of a great team. That’s another
fundamental that we’re trying to play to and have every day as a part of
our identity. And then, you just handle that situation. Things are going to
happen. You might lose two in a row, who knows. Try to never let that
happen and continue to up that intensity level.”

And with who they have in net you got to make sure you're getting to the
net. They do a good job keeping guys away. They're very well structured
and play with a lot of speed and a lot of skill. They don't make it easy."
After Montreal's 2-1 win over Toronto last Saturday, Matthews credited
Price for defusing the Leafs' offence in the third period.

Prior to a late empty-netter from Mason Appleton -- which came after a
couple of superb defensive efforts from Pionk -- the Jets' lone marker
came from centre Mark Scheifele, who got in alone on Canucks goalie
Thatcher Demko and beat him with a nifty forehand-backhand deke.

"On our dumps and rims, we just couldn't keep it away from Price,"
Matthews said. "That's what really puts him above everybody else in this
league. He's just like a third defenceman back there."

“I obviously saw he was far out of the net, but he’s a pretty stellar
goaltender, a big body, so I just kind of made my move and he bit a little
bit so I was happy to put it in,” said Scheifele, who extended his point
streak to nine games. “I don’t get many breakaways, so it’s fun when you
put them in.”

It was a rare moment this season when Matthews sounded frustrated
following a game. He responded by torching the Ottawa Senators for five
goals and three assists in three games this week. Matthews has now
scored 16 goals overall and his teammates believe the torrid pace is
absolutely sustainable.

Scheifele’s skill set was on full display as he moved to nine goals and 22
points in 17 games.

"He's a special breed," said veteran forward Jason Spezza. "Goal scoring
is streaky for a lot of players but for a guy like him, the amount of looks
he gets, I think more often than not he's going to score on most nights. I
don't see this as a streak, but more just part of his game and how he
plays."

“I saw a move that I couldn’t pull off, that’s for sure. Mark is an elite
hockey player, that’s definitely right up his alley, the skill part,” said
Pionk. “The other day in the hotel, we were talking about hockey and
some of the skill stuff and a lot of it went right over my head.
“He thinks about things that a lot of people don’t think about. It was a
heck of a move and got us going in the right direction.”
The other guy that got the Jets going on Friday was Brossoit.

Matthews has picked up a point in all but one game this season.
"He's always in the right spot, but that's not easy," defenceman Morgan
Rielly observed. "He works hard to be there and his linemates look for
him. As a group, they're just working really hard on both ends of the ice
and it's paying off."

“Yeah, he’s been fantastic. Every game he comes in he gives us a
chance to win,” said Scheifele. “It’s pretty awesome when you have two
great goalies that no matter who’s in, we know we’re going to get their
best. It’s definitely huge when you have your backup that plays so
amazing on pretty much every night.

Canadiens return from week off with stiff test from Marner, Matthews

“He works his bag off every single day. He comes to the rink and he’s
one of the fittest guys on our team, does all the things to prepare every
single day so you know those guys that come in day in and day out and
work their hardest and give it their all and prepare their bodies like
Laurent does, it’s something that’s so commendable and we see it every
single day. We see the work he puts in on and off the ice and it’s
awesome to see him shine on the ice as well.”

Joe Thornton made a smooth transition back to the left wing spot on
Toronto's top line this week rejoining Matthews and Mitch Marner after a
10 game injury absence.
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Red-hot Matthews aims for first goal this year against stingy Habs

By Mark Masters

Auston Matthews has only been held without a goal in five of his 17
games this season, but the Montreal Canadiens are responsible for three
of those goose eggs.
"Their defencemen are strong and protect the net well," said coach
Sheldon Keefe. "They defend well as a team with a group of five people
and chances are a little harder to come by. At the same time, he's had
some really good looks through the different games against them, it just
hasn't gone in. The goaltender has a say in that as well. The
opportunities have been there for him."
Matthews picked up an assist in each of his three outings against
Montreal this season to go along with 15 shots on Carey Price.
"These games are usually pretty tight," Matthews said earlier this week.
"You really got to earn your offence and earn your chances against them.

After a week off, the Canadiens will return to the ice Saturday against the
Maple Leafs and they will have their hands full against a team featuring a
red-hot pair of Auston Matthews and Mitch Marner.

"It's easy to forget that line was going pretty good before he got hurt too,"
Keefe pointed out. "We've seen really nothing but positives from those
three guys playing together right from the start of the season."
The Canadiens haven't played since that win in Toronto last Saturday
and have watched the Leafs create an eight-point bulge between the
teams in the standings.
"I've been keeping an eye on them," said Canadiens centre Phillip
Danault. "We're playing a lot against Matthews, Marner and Thornton, so
I've been watching their line as much as I can and seeing what they do
well."
Matthews scored 12 goals in 14 games against Montreal in his first four
National Hockey League seasons with 10 of the tallies coming on Price.
Matthews aims for first goal of the season vs. Price, Habs
Auston Matthews has yet to score against the Canadiens this season,
despite leading the league with 16 goals. His coach and teammates
discuss the tear he's on right now and why Montreal's defensive play has
made things difficult for not just Matthews but their whole team.
The Leafs got off to a great start last Saturday with Matthews stealing the
puck from Danault behind the Habs' net and setting up Marner for the
opening goal. That was followed by a flurry of chances, but the Leafs
couldn't extend the lead and the Canadiens got stronger as the game
progressed.
"We have to stay with it and stick with it,” said gritty winger Zach Hyman,
who returns to the Leafs' lineup tonight. "We put ourselves in a great spot
going into the third there. It's funny how the schedule works, it feels like a
while ago for us, but it was just their last game. We need to get on them
early."
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"It's certainly going to be a challenge," Keefe warned. "We have a rested
Montreal team here that has had all week to prepare for us. We saw
them push back on us the last time we played them. We're expecting a
great effort from them in all regards. Whether it's getting to their net or
protecting ours, it’s going to be a challenge and I'm excited to see our
guys respond."
Hyman missed Thursday's game after blocking a shot with his foot on
Wednesday night.
"I'm not planning on easing him in," said Keefe. "He's good to go."
Keefe described Hyman as a stand-out in the loss to Montreal last week
as the 28-year-old didn't let Montreal's physical play slow him down. The
Canadiens outhit the Leafs 46-16.
"The way that he works and what he brings, you can't really replace,"
Rielly said. "He's pretty unique in that sense ... whatever line he's on, he
tends to bring it to a whole new level."
"Hyms is one of the most important players on our team," Spezza said
prior to Thursday's game. "He's an engine for us. He brings a lot as a
person and with leadership and also with his play and how hard he
works. He brings a different element for us."
Hyman's consistent work ethic doesn't always elicit headlines, but the
praise from teammates speaks volumes.
"That's the most important thing as a player," said Hyman, "you care
most about what the guys in the room think and how they think you
impact the team."
Hyman has four goals and six assists on the year and his mindset hasn't
changed even as he's bounced between lines.
"Just continue to do what I do and go out there and give 100 per cent and
play the same way," Hyman said. "That's something I've tried to do since
I've come into the league. I try and develop and work on my skills, but
maintain the same work ethic. So, just pressing along and doing my best
to help the team succeed. We're off to a great start and will look to keep
rolling here."
Hyman skated on the third line with Ilya Mikheyev and Pierre Engvall this
morning.
Hyman ready to return as Leafs look to jump on rested Habs
Zach Hyman says he's ready to go after missing a game due to a
blocked shot, he knows the Maple Leafs will need to have their best, as
the Canadiens will be well rested after a week long break.
After not dressing on Thursday, Frederik Andersen was back on the ice
at Saturday's morning skate and is projected to start tonight. He's coming
off a sharp 27-save effort against the Senators on Wednesday. That
game had been preceded by a shaky 6-5 overtime loss on Monday.
"The response was good both by the team and myself," Andersen said
after Wednesday's 2-1 win. "Personally, I felt like I was chasing saves a
little bit the other night instead of just letting it come to me. It's important
to let it come and trust everyone else doing their part."
That adjustment by Andersen caught the eye of 22-year-old Joseph Woll,
who is serving as the team's third goalie while Jack Campbell rehabs a
leg injury.
"As a goalie, you have to understand it's a long year and there's lots of
ups and downs," Woll told TSN. "You look at [Monday] and it didn’t turn
out the way we wanted, but then he comes out the next game and has an
unbelievable game and really backstops the team. It's important to learn
from that and have a short memory. He knows he's a great goalie and
you never really see his confidence waver. As technically [strong] as he
is, it's pretty special to see his mindset ... Being able to watch Freddie
and how much of a rock he is back there, it's pretty cool to see how much
he can calm the team down."
Leafs' Woll learns to calm his game by watching 'rock' Andersen

Toronto's top goalie prospect Joseph Woll is learning a lot from watching
Frederik Andersen up close. "The biggest thing I've worked on during this
really long offseason is calming my game down," Woll said. "Being able
to watch Freddie and how much of a rock he is back there, it’s pretty cool
to see how much he can calm the team down." Woll is serving as the
Leafs' third goalie while Jack Campbell rehabs a leg injury.
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